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Formation flight is currently being investigated as a means to reduce drag and improve 
fuel efficiency in commercial aviation. In light of this, the potential for passenger discom-
fort due to the formation flying through free air turbulence was considered in this study. 
In an attempt to approximately ascertain the increase in discomfort, a simple formation 
flight aerodynamic model for two aircraft in formation was developed. The wing trailing 
vortices were assumed to shift in an ideal fashion within atmospheric turbulence resulting 
in aerodynamic disturbance loads acting on the trailing aircraft. As the sensitivity of the 
human body to vibrations is frequency dependent, spectral representation of atmospheric 
turbulence was incorporated. Monte Carlo simulations were done for various levels of tur-
bulence intensity. The predicted acceleration responses of the trailing aircraft were used 
to determine the passenger comfort levels by applying the criteria of ISO Standard 2631-
1, and compared with comfort levels experienced in an aircraft flying'in isolation in the 
same turbulent atmosphere. A significant increase in discomfort was predicted for lateral 
separations corresponding to optimum drag benefit. The discomfort for lateral separations 
outboard of wing-tip to wing-tip flight was only slightly greater than that experienced in 
isolation. Surprisingly, it was found that in formation, seating in front of the aircraft may 
be less comfortable than in the rear, which opposes the trend for flight in isolation. Seating 
locations forward and inboard (closer to the lead aircraft) of the mass centre showed the 
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av. Seat translational vibration value 
avr Seat rotational vibration value 
ak Amplitude at frequency k 
~ Acceleration at frequency band i 
aw Frequency weighted acceleration 
al 2-D taiplane lift coefficient gradient; VM2 core scale 
a2 VM2 core scale 
b Wing span 
bv Bound vortex span 
bf Tailfin double span 
b fv Tailfin bound vortex span 
bh Tailplane span 
bhv Tailplane bound vortex span 
C Unit conversion factor of psychophysical function 
c Mean geometric chord 
C f Tailfin mean geometric chord 
c.g. Center of gravity 
CIa 2-D Wing lift coefficient gradient 
CIa J 2-D tailfin lift coefficient gradient 
dl Vortex filament segment 
fi Centre frequency of one third octave band 
fin Lower frequency bound of one third octave band 
fin+! Upper frequency bound of one third octave band 
g Gravitational acceleration 
h C.G. position on reference chord; Perpendicular distance from vortex filament to 
influence point 
ho 
ku, kv, kw 




Aerodynamic centre'position on reference chord 
Translational component weighting factors 
Rotational component weighting factors 
Tailplane moment arm to c.g. 









































Yaw rate; Radius 
Core radius 
Radius at which the total circulation is almost attained 
Dispersion radius 
Effective core radius 
Rolling moment radius 
Inner core radius used with VM2 profile 
Outer core radius used with VM2 profile 






Relative velocity vector 
Induced sidewash on trail tailfin 
Vertical velocity 
Downwash along portion of the wing span equal to tailplane span 
Induced downwash on trail wing 
Longitudinal displacement 
Lateral displacement 
Lateral displacement of vortex centre 
Vertical displacement 
Vertical displacement of vortex centre 
Vertical displacement from aircraft longitudinal axis to tailfin root 
Circulation 
Lead wing circulation 
Trail wing circulation 
Prefix to denote total change due to influence of lead trailing vortices 
Trail aircraft change in induced drag coefficient 
Trail aircraft change in lift coefficient 
Trail aircraft change in wing portion lift coefficient over span equal to tailplane span 
Trail aircraft change in roll moment coefficient 
Trail aircraft change in pitch moment coefficient 
Trail aircraft change in yaw moment coefficient 













~C~,k! Trail aircraft change in yaw moment coefficient due to tailfin referred to wing area 
~C'Y,k! Trail aircraft change in tailfin sideforce coefficient 
~C~,k! Trail aircraft change in tailfin sideforce coefficient referred to wing area 
~C~,k Trail aircraft change in sideforce coefficient 
~x Longitudinal separation 
~y Lateral separation 
~Yef / Effective lateral separation 
~z Vertical separation 
~zeff Effective vertical separation 
~t Sampling period 
~:z: Change of displacement vector 
<J.) Spectral density 
<J.)uu Spectral density of longitudinal gust velocity 
<J.)vv Spectral density of lateral gust velocity 
<J.)ww Spectral density of vertical gust velocity 
<J.)WIIWII Spectral density of atmospheric turbulence roll rate 
<J.)w",w", Spectral density of atmospheric turbulence pitch rate 
<J.)v",v", Spectral density of atmospheric turbulence yaw rate 
<J.)w N Spectral density of white noise 
flu Longitudinal spatial frequency 
a Difference between geometric angle of attack and zero lift angle of attack 
a Geometric angle of attack 
aT Tailplane angle of attack 
agernn Geometric angle of attack 
aL=O Zero lift angle of attack 
{3 Sideslip angle; Power factor of psychophysical function 
6 Prefix to denote change in deflection angle or disturbance orientation angle 
60: Change in steady state angle of attack 
6f3 Change in steady state sideslip angle 
61 Angle from influence point to end of vortex filament 
62 Angle from influence point to end of vortex filament 
6a Aileron deflection angle 
Ma Change in aileron deflection angle 
6e Elevator deflection angle 
Me Change in elevator deflection angle 
6k All control deflections 
6r Rudder deflection angle 










Oth Thrust control deflection 
OlXi Change in induced angle of attack due to the presence of the lead aircraft trailing 
vortices 
€ Induced downwash angle on tailplane due to wing 
( Dimensionless vertical separation referred to b 
(ell Dimensionless effective vertical separation referred to b 
(I Dimensionless tailfin double span referred to b 
(v Dimensionless vertical displacement from aircraft longitudinal axis to tailfin root 
referred to b 
TI Dimensionless lateral separation referred to b 
Tle/f Dimensionless effective lateral separation referred to b 
'fJT Tailplane incidence angle 
Tlh Dimensionless tailplane span referred to b 
(J Pitch angle 
L VM2 profile factor 
K Ratio of standard deviation of accelerations in formation flight to standard deviation 
of accelerations in isolated flight 
A Longitudinal wavelength 
J.t Dimensionless core radius referred to b 
v Kinematic viscosity 
~ Dimensionless longitudinal separation referred to b 
p Air pressure 
{T Standard deviation 
{Tjk Downwash influence factor 
{Tjkl Sidewash influence factor on tailfin 
{Tjkwh Downwash influence factor on wing portion equal to span of tailplane bound vortex 
{Tu Longitudinal turbulence intensity magnitude 
{Tv Lateral turbulence intensity magnitude 
{Tw Vertical turbulence intensity magnitude 
{T lorm Standard deviation in formation flight 
{Tisol Standard deviation in isolated flight 
T Time separation 
Tjk Moment influence factor 
Tjkl Moment influence factor on tailfin 
'IjJ Yaw angle 
tP Roll angle 
<p Quarter chord sweep angle 
w Angular velocity vector 











B Body frame 




B Burnham Hallock profile 
H Helmholtz profile 
approx Approximation, ignoring influence of bound vortex 
bound Bound vortex filament 
cg Center of gravity 
d Disturbance 
ef f Effective 





j Lead aircraft 
k Trail aircraft 
near Near trailing vortex filament 
p Passenger 
r Reference condition 



























Close formation flight allows an increase in range or endurance via induced drag reduction. 
Wind tunnel tests have shown the decrease in drag to be between 10% and 30% depending 
on the configuration [1, 2, 3]. This drag benefit is a consequence of the upwash field created 
by a lead aircraft which essentially rotates the lift vector of the trail aircraft forward, thereby 
reducing the induced drag. 
Beukenberg and Hummel [4] showed that significant power reductions are obtainable 
for the rear aircraft in a two ship formation using analytical studies along with flight tests 
results which yielded power reductions of 10%. The error margin w.r.t. the optimum 
location within the upwash field is however very small (approximately one quarter wing 
span vertically and laterally) with steep changes marginally inboard [5]. FUrthermore, very 
large rolling moments are experienced due to the wake vortex of a lead aircraft [6](see 
chapter 2). 
Results from a wind tunnel test of two tailless delta wing aircraft in close proximity 
showed that the maximum induced rolling moment corresponded to 100% control deflec-
tion [3]. Bradley [7] reported on a number of large aircraft which incurred unsatisfactory 
handling characteristics during aerial refuelling tests conducted at the tanker wing drogue 
position (mid-wing span). Other handling problems identified included a short period pitch-
ing motion and yaw oscillations that required large rudder deflections. Due to these desta-
bilizing influences and other safety concerns, close formation flight is avoided in commercial 
aviation. 
The aerodynamic interference effects due to formation flight and the associated difficulty 
in flight control has spurred a large research interest in the field of automated formation 
flight control. Most current research investigates aerial refuelling and UAV formation flight. 
With the advent of improved automated flight control systems providing increased flight 
path precision coupled with the ever increasing research interest in formation flight control, 
the question is raised whether commercial aviation can exploit the benefits of formation 
flight. An analyses of the potential benefit of formation flight in a realistic commercial 
scenario demonstrated that a 13% reduction in fuel burn is achievable [8J. Ning et al. [9J 
conducted studies to investigate the potential of formation flight in the far wake-field, as a 











be made from 10 to 40 spans in low to moderately low turbulence. 
Conversely, a number of feasibility questions are introduced. Aside from the handling 
characteristics mentioned earlier, the interaction of atmospheric turbulence with the vortex 
generated flow field, particularly near the core of the vortex results in changing aerodynamic 
loads which may cause unacceptable passenger comfort levels in a trailing aircraft. 
1.2 Objectives and Outline of the Research 
It is the objective of the current study to ascertain the comfort levels experienced by a 
passenger onboard a large passenger airliner flying in formation. The study focuses on 
passenger comfort in the trailing aircraft of a two ship formation as it is understood that a 
trailing aircraft would be more severely affected by the trailing vortices of a lead aircraft. 
In order to determine passenger comfort, the passenger accelerations and frequency of 
these accelerations are required [10j. These accelerations are determined by: the position 
of the passenger from the mass centre as well as the forces and the moments about the 
mass centre. To determine the irregular motion of an aircraft flying through a disturbed 
atmosphere, two principal factors need to be analysed: 
1. Disturbance loads due to the turbulence. 
2. Compensatory control inputs by the pilot or autopilot. 
In the current study, focus is placed on analysing item 1 only or more specifically the effect 
of turbulence on the aerodynamic loads on the aircraft. 
It is further recognized that simplifying assumptions will be made to obtain approximate 
models capable of representing the dominant physical effects. The intention is to develop a 
simple model capable of approximately accounting for the effects of turbulence intensity and 
frequency content on aerodynamic loads. The comfort levels are investigated for different 
levels of atmospheric turbulence intensity and various seating locations within the aircraft. 
The lead aircraft wing is modelled as a single horseshoe vortex responsible for the 
formation influence effects on the trailing aircraft. The three primary lifting surfaces of 
the trailing aircraft, Le. wing, tailplane and tailfin, are also modelled as single horseshoe 
vortices which interact with the lead horseshoe trailing vortices. The Burnham-Hallock 
vortex velocity profile, which allows for a solid vortex core, is used to model the flow field 
of the vortex. 
The lead aircraft trailing vortices are assumed to move in an ideal fashion in atmospheric 
turbulence, Le. the direction of the trailing vortex is parallel to the instantaneous velocity 











ration between the aircraft and thus change the induced aerodynamic loads caused by the 
trailing vortices. 
The induced forces and moments due to the trailing vortices are derived in Chapter 
3. A very non-linear relationship exists between the induced forces and moments and the 
effective separation with steep changes particularly near optimum separation. A time based 
simulation is therefore necessary to obtain the frequency content of the accelerations. 
The atmospheric turbulence model plays a key role in ultimately generating the induced 
forces and moments. The von Karman turbulence model, bearing a close relationship to 
measured data, is used to model atmospheric turbulence. Chapter 4 details the method 
and assumptions used to determine the effect of the atmospheric turbulence on the trailing 
vortices. Linearised equations of motion used to model the trailing aircraft are derived in 
Chapter 5. A Monte Carlo type simulation is implemented using the stochastic nature of 
atmospheric turbulence to generate psuedo random input data necessary for this type of 
simulation. The comfort levels are determined via comparison to ISO 2631-1 [10], where 
the passenger accelerations are weighted according to their frequency and thus necessitate 
the need for frequency dependent acceleration spectra. A discussion of the turbulence input 
data along with and the method used to determine the passenger comfort is discussed in 
chapter 6. 
Results and discussion are found in Chapter 7 followed by conclusions and recommen-











2 Background and Literature Review 
2.1 Wing Tip Vortices 
Tip vortices are formed because the pressure differential between the bottom and top sur-
faces of a wing (pressure and suction surfaces) drives fluid around the wing tip resulting in 
a strong vortex. A spanwise flow is generated toward the wing tip on the pressure surface 
and toward the fuselage on the suction surface showing a different sense of direction at the 
wing trailing edge. Thus, a free shear layer or vortex sheet develops [11]. The flow field 
immediately downstream of the trailing edge, up to one chord length, is characterised by 
the formation of highly concentrated vortices downstream of all wing surface discontinuities 
and rapid upward motion of the tip vortices [12, 13]. Through self induction, the vortex 
sheet begins to roll up immediately leading to two, well defined, counter-rotating vortices. 
Roll up is essentially complete within a few spans downstream of the wing trailing edge 
[14]. Jacquin et al. [15] observe that at a downstream distance of nine wing spans all the 
secondary vortices, generated by discontinuities on the wing surface, have merged into a 
fully formed single vortex in each half-plane. This region is known as the extended near-
wake field and is limited to ten to twelve wing spans downstream [12]. The far wake-field, 
stretching from 10 to 100 wing spans, is the region where the vortex pair descends in the 
atmosphere without undergoing any major change. Atmospheric turbulence and the level 
of stratification have a significant influence on the distance/longevity of this region. Im-
mediately following this far-field, the onset of rapid decay occurs and the vortex structure 
breaks down quickly exhibiting fast decay of circulation [16]. 
2.1.1 Wing Wake Turbulence 
Spalart [13] lists different types of turbulence that may be found in the wake of a wing 
together with the sources and length scales (table 2.1) and notes that interaction of different 
types of turbulence usually requires their length and time scales to be of the same order 
of magnitude. Experimental evidence for the presence of turbulence within the vortex core 
has been given by Green and Acosta [17] who observed unsteadiness in the core. Chow 
et al. [18] observed elevated velocity fluctuations in the core of a wing tip vortex generated 
in a wind tunnel. Their vortex showed r.m.s. fluctuations of 19% of the freest ream velocity 
at Reynolds numbers of around one million and are likely to be present at typical aircraft 











Table 2.1: Types of turbulence in the wing wake, reprinted from [13]. 
Source ~v L Extent -v; "'Ii 
Boundary layers 1 0.001 To trailing edge 
Viscous wakes 0.1 0.01 A span 
Vortex sheet 0.1 0.01 A few spans 
Rolled-up vortex 1 0.1 Possibly many spans 
Atmosphere 0.01 10 Everywhere 
up to 25 chord lengths, Beninati and Marshall [19] found the turbulent length scales to 
range from 2% to 100% of the core diameter. Nearly all of the turbulence energy measured 
outside of the core was found to be small-scale turbulence (length scales of 2% to 10% of 
the core diameter) and the larger scale fluctuations were only apparent within the vortex 
core. The maximum magnitude of this turbulent kinetic energy was shown to decay with 
downstream distance where the peak turbulent kinetic energy decreased by about two thirds 
from 4 chord lengths to 25 chord lengths. 
Investigations have also shown that trailing vortices exhibit a low frequency mean-
der/wander in wind tunnels where the vortex core drifts about a mean point in a plane 
normal to the streamwise flow [12, 17, 20, 21]. The origin of these perturbations is not 
well understood. The source of the meandering was originally attributed to wind tunnel 
freestream turbulence and considered an experimental artefact [21, 22]. Jacquin et al. [12] 
suggest three other possible causes: turbulence in the surrounding shear layer as it rolls 
up around the core, interactive instabilities between the trailing vortex and other vortices 
in the flow, and propagation of unsteadiness originating from the vortex generating model. 
Beresh et al. [23] show that the vortex meander is also partially due to wall boundary layer 
turbulence. This influence of the nearby wall on vortex meander is expected to be greater 
with low aspect ratio lifting surfaces as opposed to a vortex shed from an aircraft wing 
whose tip is much further away from a wall. No conclusive evidence is given to suggest that 
one source of this meander is dominant. 
Experimental evidence of a laminar core can be found in the measurements of Devenport 
et al. [21] and Heyes et aI. [24], which show little or no velocity fluctuations within the vortex 
core up to stream-wise distances of 23 chords behind the wing. Results, corrected for vortex 
wandering indicated, that the vortex core is laminar and the apparent unsteadiness in the 
uncorrected data is entirely due to wandering [24]. 
Heyes et al. show that the variation in rms wandering magnitude decreases with increas-











example free-stream turbulence, and that it becomes less susceptible as the vortex strength 
is increased. Heyes et al., Beninati and Marshall conclude that the variation in wandering 
magnitude increases with streamwise distance. Heyes et al., however, suggest that the up-
stream turbulence intensity does not affect the final wandering amplitude and that, whilst 
wandering increases with stream-wise distance, it is also a function of the local turbulence 
intensity. 
2.1.2 Vortex Velocity Profile and Core Radius 
In the extended near field and far field, a two-dimensional model of the wake flow is justified 
since the roll up process takes place gradually enough [14, 25] and yet rapidly enough that 
viscous effects can be neglected [14]. The tangential velocity in a two-dimensional plane 
normal to the vortex filament is given by a number of different theoretical profiles. The 
Biot Savart Helmholtz velocity profile is the most basic profile of vortex velocity where the 
tangential velocity is inversely proportional to the radius and the flow is potential at every 





This profile, however, does not allow for viscous effects at the core and generates an infinite 
velocity at the centre. There are a number of profiles which account for the viscous effects 
at the core and in turn remove the singularity. 
The Rankine solid body profile assumes that the vorticity is confined to a solid core which 
rotates about the centre while the flow outside of the core is still potential. A discontinuity 
in the velOcity profile is realised where r = rc and rc is the core radius. 
Vo(r) = {2~r 
r r 
21r~ 
for r > rc 
for r < rc 
(2.2) 
The Rankine solid body profile is simple and easily integrated but yields multiple solutions 
and experimental evidence has shown this model to be a poor approximation [14J. 
The Lamb-Oseen vortex model considers that the vorticity follows a Gaussian distribu-
tion of standard deviation .../2VT, where v is the kinematic viscosity of the air and T is the 
age of the vortex. The circumferential velOcity of the Lamb-Oseen vortex is given in [26]. 
r ( _r2) Vo(r) = - 1 - e-4VT 
21l"r 
(2.3) 
Near the centre of the vortex, the motion quickly becomes a solid body rotation due to 
viscosity effects. The vortex core size, rc = 2. 24.../2vT , increases with time due to viscous 











Spalart [13] states that the Rankine model is an over simplified model and asserts that 
the real circulation at r e is less than 30% of the total, compared with 100% as per the 
Rankine model and 72% for the Lamb Oseen profile. 
Kurylowich [27] developed an alternate form of the Lamb-Oseen vortex model, rewriting 
the exponential term as a function of the core radius: 
TT ( ) _ r (1 -1.2526.!..2) vo r - - -e "c 
211"r 
(2.4) 
This allowed adaptation of the core radius to match experimental data. The modified form 
of r e was given as: 
~
T 
re = 36.2 --
coscp 
where cp is the wing quarter chord sweep angle. 
(2.5) 
Burnham and Hallock [28] developed the Burnham Hallock profile which has been shown 
to correlate well with experimental data [29], is easily integrated, and yields a single solution. 
r r 
Vo(r) = 211" r2 + r2 
e 
(2.6) 
Donaldson [30] developed an approximation of the Betz distribution profile which was 
shown to agree well with experimental data. The Betz profile is derived from an analysis of 
the roll-up of the vorticity shed by a wing with an elliptic loading. Three basic assumptions 
are made: All the vorticity shed by each half of the wing is found rolled up in the trailing 
vortex behind the same half wing; The centre of gravity of the vorticity distribution remains 
at a constant lateral distance from the plane of symmetry i.e. ~b for an elliptical lift 
distribution; The moment of inertia of the vorticity is a constant about its centre of gravity, 
hence an axisymmetric rolled-up wake is assumed [30]. 
The modified Betz velocity profile developed by Donaldson [30] is given as: 
for 0 < 1i < 1 
for 1 < 1i 
(2.7) 
The Betz model does not require an assumption of the core radius but a programmer must 
ensure that control points do not fall on the vortex centreline or risk undefined solutions. 
Jacquin et al. [12] discuss the various core radii used in literature today. The predom-
inant physical description of the core radius, r e , is given as the distance from the vortex 
centre where the tangential velocity, Vo, is maximum for a fully rolled up vortex. An ex-
ternal core radius, r2, is used to denote the radius at which the total circulation is almost 
attained and the region within r2 still contains vorticity surrounding the internal core, re' 











of the vorticity field dispersion in the plane normal to the streamwise flow: 
Here Yc and Zc are the coordinates of the vortex centroid. Widnall et al. [31 J introduces the 
"effective core radius" which includes an axial component and is defined as: 
where A = (2;)2 f;2 ~2(r)rdr , C = 2 (~)2 f;2 U2(r)rdr, V9 is the tangential velocity 
component and U is the axial velocity deficit. For an elliptical loading, this leads to an 
estimation of the effective core radius, refl = O.l1b. Jacquin et al. [12J also highlights a final 
definition of the core size, being the "rolling moment radius" which is used for evaluating 
the hazard that a vortex wake represents for a following aircraft. 
Devenport et al. [21J conducted wind tunnel tests with a rectangular NACA 0012 wing 
of 0.2 m chord and 0.88 m semi-span at 5° angle of attack and Reynolds number of 5.3 x 105 • 
Results, corrected for vortex wandering, show the peak tangential velocity of 0.236V 00 at 
rc = 0.036c thirty chords downstream. A growth in the core radius was observed for 
streamwise distances of five to thirty chords, however, this was attributed to uncertainty in 
their wandering correction method. Heyes et al. [24J present data showing the core radius 
does increase and to be much larger. A linear increase of 41% was found from 1 to 23 
chord lengths downstream. This increase is greater than that predicted for a Lamb Oseen 
vortex undergoing viscous diffusion. At 23 chords, results showed rc between 0.025 and 0.03 
wing spans and peak tangential velocity of O.285Voo. This data was corrected for wandering 
using direct measurement as opposed to the statistical method used by Devenport et al .. 
Results from Bailey and Tavoularis [32J show the maximum tangential velocity at 10 chord 
lengths downstream to be at a radial distance of approximately 0.04c or 0.007b (based 
on wing geometry) from the vortex centre after correcting for vortex wandering using a 
two point direct mesurement method. Bailey and Tavoularis conclude that the core radius 
does not change with streamwise distance or freestream turbulence. Both Heyes et al. 
and Bailey and Tavoularis indicate that the maximum tangential velocity decreases with 
increasing streamwsie distance and with increasing free-stream turbulence. It should be 
noted, however, that the relative freestream turbulence length scales (length scale/wing 
span) were small. Bailey and Tavoularis used a NACA 0012 wing of 177.8 mm chord 
and 520.7 mm semi-span with grid turbulence generators of 25.4 mm and 50.8 mm grid 












atmospheric turbulence at high altitudes is given as 762 m [33] and the wing span of a typical 
large airliner is approx 60 m, thus, the real relative length scale is far greater. Devenport 
et al., Heyes et al. and Bailey and Tavoularis used the same wing profile with similar angle 
of attack and Reynolds numbers of the same order of magnitude. 
Burnham and Hallock [28] observed the core size to be small with aircraft which had no 
wing mounted engines while large aircraft with 4 wing mounted engines had much larger 
core radii. Blake and Multhopp [5] used a core radius of 3% of the wingspan of the wake 
generating vehicle while Hinton and TatnaIl [34] used a core radius of 5%. Gerz, Holzapfel 
and Darracq [35] assumed a value of 4.12%. In a study of the vortex wake in the far field, 
Holzapfel et al. [16] used a vortex core radius of 6.7% span to represent the vortex wake of 
a Boeing 747. 
Ning et al. [9] discuss the use of referencing the core radius to the wingspan. It is shown 
that irregular wing loadings compared to an elliptical wing loading may result in core sizes 
which are not representative of the actual core size, e.g. the core size of a wing with a large 
aspect ratio and a flat lift distribution would be over-predicted. Ning et al. used the vortex 
radius, r2, as defined by Spalart [13] to overcome this concern. 
Jacquin et al. [12] conducted wind tunnel tests on a 1:100 Airbus A300 model with wing 
span of 448 mm, geometric chord of 58.2 mm and a lift coefficient of 0.7 at 4° angle of attack 
for the clean configuration with a freestream velocity of 50 m/s. From the results obtained 
Jacquin et al. [12] proposed a mUltiple scale velocity profile with three distinct regions for 
the 'clean' aircraft case. The internal core is very small (ri ::; O.Olb) and increases linearly 
to the maximum tangential velocity. From ri, the tangential velocity decreases with r-O.57 
to an outer core radius, ro :::::: O.lb, before it follows the potential flow law of r- l . The 
velocity profile recorded by Jacquin et al. for streamwise distances of 3, 5 and 9 wing spans 
is shown in Fig. 2.1. Fabre and Jacquin [36] later developed a smooth profile accounting 
for the multiple scale deduced from experimental data and named it the VM2 profile: 
v9(r)=b(a1)1-' 4 r 4 
21ral a2 [1 + (;J ]1+'[1 + (:2) p-' 
(2.8) 
Jacquin et al. go on to show the peak tangential velocity to be approximately 0.15Voo 
for the clean configuration at ri :::::: O.Olb. This is much lower than results obtained from 
Devenport et al., Heyes et al. and Bailey and Tavoularls. Figure 2.2 shows a comparison of 
different vortex velocity profiles. 
2.1.3 Vortex Decay 
Since the early 1970s, a large number of theoretical, numerical and experimental stud-
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Figure 2.1: Tangential velocity ~ versus the radius from experimental data of A300 model 
for the (a) high lift configuration and (b) clean configuration on log-log plot, reprinted from 
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Figure 2.3: Data representing two phase vortex decay for different levels of stratification 
(N=O, 0.35, 1, 1.4) and turbulence where case(b) represents aircraft boundary layer turbu-
lence only and case(a) includes light to moderate atmospheric turbulence. Reprinted from 
Holzapfel et al. [16]. 
very different to one in the clean configuration. Investigations of vortex encounters at high 
altitudes are not as common. 
Bradley [7] reports on handling characteristics during aerial refuelling tests with various 
large receiver and tanker aircraft. Thials to investigate refuelling from the wing drogue 
position (approximately midspan on the tanker wing) were undertaken with various large 
receiver aircraft. Approaching a Thistar tanker drogue position, a Hercules aircraft re-
quired full aileron deflection to hold the wings level eventually having to terminate the 
approach. Tests were repeated at higher speeds with two large turbojet receiver aircraft 
where large aileron and rudder deflections were necessary to hold station. Several large 
receiver aircraft experienced additional yaw oscillations approaching the drogue from the 
same outboard position. In most cases this yaw oscillation was countered effectively with 
rudder deflections but a Nimrod aircraft behind a Victor tanker experienced unacceptable 
handling characteristics because of an undamped yawing oscillation. Longitudinal handling 
problems identified included marked changes in pitch moment and a short period pitching 
oscillation that required moderate elevator deflections. Once again it was found that the 
pitching oscillation was more pronounced behind the Victor tanker. No conclusions were 
drawn as to why the Victor tanker generated worse handling characteristics on the receiver 
aircraft. The Victor has a very large wing area and lower wing loading compared with the 











on most typical airliners. 
Hansen and Cobleigh [48] and Vachon et al. [49] report on flight tests conducted by 
NASA Dryden Flight Research Centre with two F-18 aircraft to investigate autonomous 
formation flight and optimum relative separation for performance benefits. In general, the 
induced moments experienced were well within the control authority available to the pilot. 
For zero vertical separation, the maximum positive rolling moment occurred at approx-
imately 15% wingspan overlap which is equivalent to the separation for maximum drag 
benefit. This compares favourably with 22% overlap given by a horseshoe vortex of an 
elliptically loaded wing. Both the rolling moment and yawing moment had large rates of 
change further inboard and near 25% overlap both moments became negative. Pilots found 
the handling unpredictable or, "squirrelly" , in this region. The pilots further noted that 
they did not have any difficulty adapting to the pitching moments. 
2.2.2 Modelling the Effects of Formation Flight 
The interference effects of an aircraft wake on a following aircraft have been modelled using 
numerous methods, including both lifting line theory and vortex lattice methods. The single 
horseshoe vortex offers a simple yet close approximation of two counter rotating fully rolled 
up trailing vortices. It, however, does not offer an adequate representation of the vortex 
sheet undergoing roll up. In studies relating to aerial refuelling, Bloy et al. [50] and Bloy 
et al. [51] investigated the lateral and longitudinal dynamic stability and control of a large 
receiver aircraft by using a horseshoe vortex to represent the trailing vortices from a tanker 
wing and calculated the aerodynamic interference effects via an extended form of Prandtl's 
lifting line theory developed by Kuchemann [52]. 
Bloy and Trochalidis [53, 54] and Bloy et al. [55] used horseshoe vortex pairs and the vor-
tex lattice method to calculate the aerodynamic interference effects. Fairly good agreement 
was found between predictiOns and results from wind tunnel tests, however, small differ-
ences were noted and the pitching moments were not predicted well. Incomplete roll up of 
the trailing vortices was highlighted as one of the main causes for the differences observed. 
This effect was demonstrated by comparing the experimental data with theoretical results 
obtained using the horseshoe vortex and the vortex sheet representation of the vortex wake. 
The differences were found to be greatest for the rolling moment where the experimental 
data was found to lie between the theoretical results obtained from the horseshoe vortex 
model, which over predicts the effect, and the results obtained from the vortex sheet model. 
In further studies, Bloy et al. [56] used a vortex sheet and later, Bloy and Jouma'a [57] 
used a rolled-up vortex sheet model to represent a tanker wing and used the vortex lat-











predictions compared favourably with experimental data obtained from wind tunnel tests. 
Bloy and colleagues [50, 51, 56, 57] also studied many of the positional stability deriva-
tives. Negative/divergent stability results if the wake induced forces tend to drive the trail 
aircraft away from its original position when disturbed. Simulations revealed divergent os-
cillations in pitch, roll and yaw at certain relative separations, primarily for the receiver 
astern and below the tanker. It was observed that pitching oscillations would occur if the 
receiver was displaced vertically while a yaw displacement would results in a loss of direc-
tional control. This was confirmed when compared with flight tests where pilots constantly 
had to apply aileron deflections and small elevator and rudder deflections during aerial re-
fuelling. The change in rolling moment due to lateral displacement was noted as the most 
significant handling characteristic. Large sideforce and yaw moment increments were also 
observed with lateral displacement. 
Blake and Multhopp [5] used single horseshoe vortex models with viscous cores to rep-
resent aircraft of different weight and size in a formation of more than two aircraft in order 
to analyse the performance benefits of different formation flight configurations. The results 
were found to be consistent with results obtained from the HASC95 planar vortex lattice 
code [58]. 
Hoganson [59] expanded the single horseshoe vortex model in order to develop a more 
realistic lift distribution of a tanker wing in an analytical study of the effects during aerial 
refuelling where the receiver was modelled as a rectangular wing. Two further linear lift 
distribution models were introduced: The triangular "tent" distribution and modified lin-
ear distribution which can be seen to approximate an elliptical lift distribution in Fig. 2.4. 
Hoganson reports that the results obtained via use of the analytical approach showed quali-
tative agreement with data from the Douglas Aircraft Company on the KC-10. The method 
was noted to be "a good place to start to get an approximate idea of the flow field" and 
showed that the changes in the tanker's lift distribution significantly influences the induced 
downwash which was generally over-estimated by 25-30%. Hoganson also applied a vortex 
lattice method in the same study and reported predictions of induced downwash within 5-
10% of Douglas KC-10 data. The study neglected the effects of the fuselages, wing camber, 
and wake roll up and did not consider the induced rolling moment. 
Beukenberg and Hummel [4] used the horseshoe vortex, vortex sheet, and rolled up 
vortex sheet model to investigate the achievable power savings and showed that power 
reductions of 15% are obtainable for the rear aircraft in a two ship formation of equal 
aircraft. Beukenberg and Hummel found that the horseshoe vortex method predicted a 
smaller power reduction than the flat or rolled up vortex sheet while the shape of the 














(a) Tent distribution. 
-a 
(b) Modified tent distribution. 
Figure 2.4: Alternative linear circulation distributions. Reprinted from Hoganson [59). 
be "extremely laborious". Flight test results of a DO-228 (lead) and Do-28 (trail) aircraft 
in formation using a formation flight controller yielded power reductions of 10% measured 
on the trail aircraft over a 2.5 minute interval comparing well with the predicted savings. 
Beukenberg and Hummel showed the aileron and rudder deflections for the compensation 
of the corresponding moments to be of moderate size. 
In an effort to simplify the aerodynamic calculations for the simulation of formation 
flight, Myatt and Blake [1) and Blake [6) conducted wind tunnel experiments ofF-18 aircraft 
and compared the results with theoretical results obtained via the HASC95 vortex lattice 
code [58). Except for over predictions of peak values, good agreement of trends was found. 
Results showed that the forces and moments are highly non linear functions of relative 
separation. Aside from the induced drag, the aerodynamic force and moment increments 
on the trailing aircraft are adequately modelled as functions of the relative separation and 
lift coefficient of the vortex generating aircraft (lead). This suggests that the trailing aircraft 
angle of attack and sideslip angle do not significantly affect the induced forces and moments 
(excluding induced drag). The induced drag was found to be a significant function of the 
trailing aircraft lift coefficient along with relative separation and lead lift coefficient. The 
largest effect was on rolling moment which required large aileron deflections to trim, while 
the yawing moment and sideforce were significant, but only required small control deflections 
to trim. The pitching moment was found to be insignificant. Myatt and Blake [1) found 
reduced pitch stability and yaw stability an order of magnitude less on a trailing aircraft at 
certain relative separations behind the lead. The dihedral effect (roll due to sideslip) was 
also significantly reduced. 
Blake and Gingras [3) conducted wind tunnel tests of two tailless delta wing aircraft in 
close formation flight and compared results with predictions from the HASC95 vortex lattice 
code [58). The pitching and rolling moments were well predicted, however, the induced drag 











The discrepancy was attributed to flow separation at the trailing aircraft wing tip caused 
by the induced upwash. It was found that the experimentally identified stable and unstable 
regions of three positional stability derivatives (change in lift and pitching moment with 
height, and change in roll moment with lateral separation) within the trefftz plan were 
in good agreement with predictions. It should be noted that the aircraft studied had no 
tailplane nor any tailfin, hence, the pitching moment, yaw moment and side force data 
gathered in this study may not be characteristic of a typical aircraft configuration. 
Dogan et al. [60] developed a novel approach to calculating the induced forces and 
moments. "The non uniform vortex induced wind and wind gradients acting on the trail 
aircraft are approximated as effective uniform wind and wind gradients". This method, 
therefore, allows the very non-linear induced forces and moments as functions of the relative 
separation to be approximated as linear functions which can then be incorporated into the 
standard equations of motion. Results from this approximate method were compared with 
wind tunnel data and reasonable agreement was found with the incremental force and 
moment coefficients. 
Ning et al. [9] conducted studies to investigate the potential of formation flight in the 
far wake-field and concluded that significant drag savings can still be made from 10 to 40 
spans in low to moderately low turbulence. Tracking error was found to be the largest 
source of fluctuations in induced drag savings, hence, it was concluded that higher levels of 
turbulence would make formation flight impractical at these streamwise distances. 
2.3 Passenger Comfort 
The evaluation of passenger ride comfort is not a straightforward undertaking since human 
perception of comfort is subjective and depends on environmental conditions (vibration, 
temperature, humidity, noise level, pressure), aircraft maneuvers (roll, pitch, deceleration, 
climb/descent, compound manoeuvres) and seating (seat width, leg room) as well as per-
sonal conditions such as health, physiology and psychological attitude [61,62]. 
With reference to passenger comfort due to ride quality, Jacobson et al. [63] developed 
a method to predict passenger satisfaction with the ride quality of transportation vehicles. 
This model generates a subjective comfort factor (C index) as a function of the angular 
velocities, linear accelerations and their derivatives. There are many different simplified 
forms of the C index, but the common theme is to integrate the joint probability density 
function for the motion variables, f(ax , ay, az , •.. wz } over the motion space and arrive at 
a probability function for the passenger's comfort level. This would yield the probability 
that the comfort rating is less than or equal to some value C. The final step relates the 











ride. Jacobson and Lapins [61] went on to relate local manoeuvres, environmental events 
and the subjective ride comfort levels for these events to the overall comfort and satisfaction 
for the entire trip. They note that a memory decay occurs whereby events at the beginning 
of a flight tend to become less important than events near the end and latter portions of the 
flight will have a stronger impact on the passenger's evaluation. It was further discovered 
that negative normal acceleration from a negative pitch rate was to a large extent the 
primary cause of discomfort in a set of complex manoeuvres involving turns, deceleration, 
pitch over and steady descent. 
Brindisi and Concilio [62] discuss the human perception of comfort, indicating that the 
subjective response is largely dependent on health, physiology and psychological attitude 
and notes that approaches for predicting passengers' judgements about comfort should take 
into account environmental as well as personal conditions affecting the highly non linear 
human judgement process. 
Stevens [64] developed a psychophysical function which is a basic power law function for 
relating stimulus for many sensory modalities to the magnitude of the subjective response, 
N. 
(2.9) 
where X is the magnitude of the stimulus raised to the power (3 and c is a constant factor 
which scales the function based on the choice of units. Many investigators have determined 
different (3 values for various whole body vibration stimuli. 
Hiramatsu and Griffin [65] conducted experiments to determine the exponents of the 
psychophysical function for the discomfort produced by whole-body vertical vibration. An 
exponent value of 0.96 was reported after subjects were exposed to accelerations of 0.5 to 
2.5 m/s2 at 8 Hz. Howarth and Griffin [66] investigated both horizontal and vertical motion 
using a sinusoidal signal of 0.04 to 0.4 m/s2 over a frequency range of 4 to 63 Hz. The 
psychophysical function exponent was found to vary from 1.04 to 1.47 for vertical motion 
and from 0.68 to 1.99 for horizontal motion. Changes in frequency were found to have 
insignificant effects in the vertical orientation, however, for horizontal motion, the exponent 
increased with increasing frequency. 
ISO 2631-1 [10] provides a quantitative method for determining passenger comfort due 
to vibration and incorporates various features not found in the Jacobson et al. method. 
High peak values are considered separately from the root mean square method which tends 
to under predict their effect on passenger comfort while distributed frequency weightings 
are applied to account for the way human perception changes as a function of frequency. 
ISO 2631-1 [10] also considers the effect of vibration on health and the effect of lower 











by investigating crest values which are defined as the modulus of the ratio of the maximum 
instantaneous peak value of the frequency weighted acceleration signal to its r.m.s. value, 
11,,:~t) I. For crest factors less than 9, use of the root-mean-square (r.m.s) value is suggested: 
[
1 {T 2 l! 
aWrm • = T 10 aw (t) dt (2.10) 
or 
(2.11) 
where aw (t) is the instantaneous frequency weighted acceleration and T is the duration 
of measurement. For crest factors greater than 9, the use of a root-mean-quad (r.m.q) 
measure, 
(2.12) 
or of a vibration dose value (VDV) is recommended, 
(2.13) 
since the 4th power methods are more sensitive to peaks than the r.m.s. method. In order 
to provide guidance to the investigator, ISO 2631-1 [10] gives approximate indications of 
likely reactions to various magnitudes of overall vibration values in public transport but 
also notes that reactions at various magnitUdes depend on many factors specific to each 
application. 
In a study to investigate the potential reduction of passenger discomfort in a large 
capacity civil aircraft applying active control of flexible modes , Kubica and Madelaine 
[67] use ISO 2631-1 [10] for passenger comfort evaluation. Simulations run over 3 minutes 
in strong turbulence revealed an increase in the predicted percentage of ill passengers for 
further aft seating position, being minimum at the front of the fuselage (Fig. 2.5). 
2.4 Atmospheric Turbulence 
Out of boundary layer effects at higher altitudes, numerous types of turbulence are known 
to exist, which are frequently grouped into two categories: convective turbulence in and 
around clouds, and 'CAT', which is an acronym for Clear Air Thrbulence. The mechanism 
of turbulence is an incredibly varied and complicated process which can only be managed 
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Figure 2.5; Percentage of ill p""s.engcrs in turbulence . Reprintffi from Kubica and h!&de-
lainc 1671 . 
the ·onc--min\l~-.x",inc· discrocl gust model which is used for simplicity, inv<:'lltiJ<:at"" only 
one portiou! .... w-,.,e1ellgth, ex\,ected t.o \,roduce the IDOE.t ,ignificant Ie'\WO"", 011 a 1:ypical 
aircraft oonfi)<:uration . In order to ;nve"ligate an ]>c,"siblc wavciclll':ths. and the gust mag-
nitude.. a.ssociatW "ith tht'110 wavelength.., power 'lweI,"'] le<;hniquC15 ,,-ere developod for 
application with atl1lOOphcric turbulence. Aft"r considerable data had heen collected, vari-
ous ",",umptions were made to ,lrnplify the eon\;IIU0U" ~ ust modeL Atmosph~ri" turbul~nce 
is considered stationilrr and homogeneous which imply that the SUlistical characteristics 
""e assumed (.0 he immiant· wit·h r""poct to tJlt, tlrne 3tld position in th~ turhulence and the 
direction through the turbulence [69]. 
HouOOlt Cl 01. [69] notc that th~rc appe",,", to be ,ome dCli= of "tmiomuity and he>-
lnOIl~neity pn'S<'nt even in severe storm turbulence. It i" further "ugge"tOO that large-scale 
patt('rn. of air motion which ~xhihit. station..,.ity and oomogeneity might be expect.ed withi n 
region, of approximately 100 mile. and tim~ duration. of .. pproximat.eiy an hour. From 
measurcci dOot .. in '" thunderstorm. hornogenf'<JUIl and .tationary characterIstic. w~l"f' only 
evident for a time duration of aoout 5 minute. in a storm of aoout 21 milcs in diameter. 
With reference to the extent of turhulence patches. Houbolt [70] notes t hat result. obtained 
by different. investigators differ considerably. Data presented by Houbolt suggests that the 
maj ority of turbulence patches arc reason"bl,. .hnlIow (ks, than l()(X) feet). 
From til(> ,,"sumption that turbulence is stationiU"r and homogeneous. it is also. sub.. 
sequentl}". considered ergodic. The (im~ averages are therefore the same as the ~nsemhl" 
aver~e [7 11. Both Ilouoolt ct Ill. [W] and Etkin [72] agree th"t a G"u.shn di.tribution of 
the turbulence a pp"iU"S roasonable for many practical purposes. 










Dryden analytkaJ uoodel" and {'(lmpmed \.he ... IlIOdel" with flight measurements of random 
a\.moo,pheric wrbulenee (Fig. 2.6). The nm Karma n model was found to vroyide = excel_ 
knt fit of the dat" for both thc autocorrelation function and thc spectrum. By,oornparir,on, 
thc Dryden model did not fit wry wcll wherc conflict arose between fitting of spectrum 
ciat" and best fit of the correlation function. I')" adapting the integ'ral scale, L~ (sec equa-
tion (2.19)). The Dryden model is, her"cver crlSier «l hondl e mflthcrno.tically and was 
developed from wind tunnel data va~ing' in prop<Jrtion tu ,,-, _:l at high frequencies while thc 
von Karman mudel ""rics in prop<Jrtion to w- i [69 , 72[. The Glol>al AtrnOiSpheric Sampling 
Program (GASP) obtained tempemture and velodty "PI'.--tra from OVEr 6000 commcrdal 
arrcmft flights l>etween 1975 and 1979. From thi' data, Naslrom and Gage74[ concluded , 
that the ,peetm) ~Iopes followed a w-' relatioruhip for lOIl':c wavc!engths (greater than 2.6 
km) and are independent of latitudc. scas<m "nd locatioo in the \.rop<»phere or stratosphere. 
Hom ~pedral data deducoo with mc",uremen\~ taken by a light. aircraft (Piper Cherokee) 
Houoolt [70[ wa, ablc to YCriJ'y the validity of the von Karman "pcctral form for high Ire· 
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Figure 2.6' Compari,on of von Karman "nd F"lgure 2.7: Spectra.! shape of atmospheric tur-
[)rj,den sptttral shv,pcs with measured data. hulence at high frequCllcics. Reprinted from 
Adop\oo fro", \Yang and Fr08t inl. Houhol\. [70]. 
the turbulence to l>e ioo\-rQpie whi<'h Os,Urnes that \he stClti'1:icai properties o.t. a pOint. O.Ie 











where f:l:r] i" the ex])f'('UJd \·"luc of x_ The von KormM one dimen, iQnallinear 'Iwctr" ore 
defined as function, of 'patial frequetLcy by [12; 69. 70): 
, '( , 
q. •• (!1~) = 4> .,,,(!1~ ) = <1 L 1 + 3 aL!1~) 
" II + (aLn~)lll} 
,,2 r~ I 
4'~~ {n~) _ I 
". [1 + (aWu}1] 





where ".2 "' tk total area under the oompl~te spectrum or the initial value of the autocor-
!'dation function of the gU5t velocity and the con"tan\ ,,;, defined by Houbolt ci al. [69; 
as a = LJ:W. Tho nllmeric,,1 Vfl.1U~ of " repre:,ent, the intensity of the turbulence; being 
cqu,d La ~e= in still air and large in the presence of" thund~rs\Dnll, The cr rIDS vdocity 
parameter i'l established "" " probabiliLy of cxcccdaIlce; uwolly M " func\ion at: olii\ude. 
lIouboli [70] not", llJot atmQ'pheric turbulence, in contrast tD typical random procc»e" 
""n exhibit pcak velocitiC8 in the order of 2(i time>; the rms ""iuo, tlJOuglJ U"W,lIy po"ks of 
4". to 00 oro lypicaL L i" the IongHudinill iurbulen("i' ,caJ~ given by: 
" 




Tho integral :;coJo. ,>.1:;0 known a" longth :;c"]e, L. of equat..iotL 2.1 9 in "llliClSjlherio lurbulence 
is int~rproted phy,ically ""' " moa,Ure of tho longcst di,J(,.'Jlec t ho.t two poin\. in " ,urbu_ 
lent field may be 8eP'\rated before the vclocity correlation becom", "cro. Houbolt e\ "L 
[6~] indieates that t his sco.l~, L, i, "f'proxlmatdy iiOOO feet (1524 m) in clear MIl"IOSpheric 
,,,rb,,le"'''' oui of boundary laym effects wbil~ M1L-F-8785C [33; and Schaeffer et uJ.. [75] 
specify "n int ogTol "calo of 2500 feo, (762 m). Houbol\ [70] la\er suggests t.llli, the the 
integral scale could in f""t be mnd, smoller. in the ntLgo of 500 \0 750 f"",. part;enbrly 
in the case of lower intensity turbulence while mcger int.cgn'] sco.l", a.r~ <"XjJoc\..:J in mor~ 
:;<,yNC wrbulence. 
2.5 Summary 
Following from :'-<itLg e\ " I. [9] woo sugge:Ji that the commercial applicMion of formation 










considers the same longitudinal sel'&ra.tions. At lon~i\"ditlal sepMation; of 10 SPo.]1:<, the 
trailing vorccx i:; ,hown to be fully rolled up [12]. In !.hi,- ",,,,,e. the ba~ir ,i~lc hor=hoc 
v0l1ex which model, two fully rulled up coUllter rotacing vortices aoo has been ,hown U> 
have reo,on~ble ~g"""mcnt whh experiment "nd flight data 15, 59]' i" considered adequate 
[or on ~pptuximate an"ly"" of the elferl<l due w forma,ion fiiKht. The work of Bloke and 
1Iul,h<>I'P [5] provides the bo.si~ frnm which to devel<>p induced rlow. fnrrA) all d moment 
equations. Further Development i, required to incorporate the effect, of the t8ilphne and 
toilfin whid) were 00\ coooidere<.l h¥ Ilbke alld lIul,hopp. 
Bhke &nd Mull.hopp apply the Burnham Hallock VOl"1;eX vdocity profile which provid"" 
a very ~imple wlution t o implement and "'n be inl"Kr&\ed analyUra.ll.l'. It alsn represent.. a 
re",;onobk apptuxim&U<>n of ,he Jarquin and Fabre [42] model , albeit "ith a reduced peak 
tangell\ia] ve)<>cicy, and the van Ja"Tsveld et a!. 140; modeL fhe rcmlllJ or .hcquin e, al 
[12] and the \'112 profile dewloped from the:Je "e"ul,,- [42J mal' be mnre represelltative <>f 
the shorter longitudin"l »)pamcion, rnnside~d while th~ proposed modd by "~n JaaThvdd 
e, a!. [40J may be more representative of the vortex flow at IOI1¥er "treamwi.e ,ep"Iahons 
(+40 'pall"). 
It i; evident tlmt an analy>J" of ,he induced eflects over a lllIge range of vertic~l and 
lateral rel~tivv >*Jl'lm,kms (I!:l\la.ler than 20<){ opilll) "ill yield non lirr".t [unction'- with 
rmp<:<',t to thew sepa,a,ions [5, 6. 3J. A simulation m~y be IK"Ce,"aty 10 ~enet'~te reJpoll(;l' 
data. from bot h a.tmospherie turbulence a.nd the tr~tliIll< VM\iCe:l. 
ISO 26:;1-1 [10J will be """,I to predic, the pas.. .. nger comfort from 8£cdemtions deter-











3 Aerodynanlic Forces and l\.tlOlnents 
Induced by Forrnation Flight 
~., Sill~le Hurseshue Vortex 
The Biot Sa~"rt b:w gi"". th" "hange itJ vek>dty <llle tn the circlllat.ion of an increlD<)ntal 
letJgth of vortex filament represented by the follo,,"ing ""lllation: 
dV = ~dlxr 
4, Irl' 
Intl'$; ration of ""lllation (3.1) o"or the length of the vort"x filament yield>< 




Where h is the perpendicllln< dhtance fro", the vortex ax;, and ~~ an d til ate the angle>; to 
the filament end.! :;10'1'" in Fig. :1.1. 
_~ f - 2"~ 
- ~ ------. (, 
V, 
Figllre .3.1: Velodty in<!\K .. ·<I at lJoin!. P <llle to a finite. straight vortex filo.Jllent. 
FH.on Ihe KllU>o--Jollkowski t.heorem. a bOllnd vortex " i ll experience a force f. = rVEr. 
The finite wing of "lJan b is tepl"",od wi,h a tound vortex of streng th r exte)}di)}g from 
y ~ ~ to y = ~. To ".ti'ify tlK- Hd",hdt7. theorem, two free v{]tli""" extend dOl'mstream 
from the bOlloo vortex eoo to infinity. The ~i)}gle ho",~shoe vnttex i. showtJ itL Fig. 3.2. 
Th",e frN) trailing vortices induce a fio,,- field which change the local angle of attock and 
sideslip angl". For a witLg nr span b with an elliptkallift distribution. it can be shown that 
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F4';ure 3.2: Hor"",hoe vortex r~presen\ation - a dL1p,.sd from Anderson l7Gj. 
3.2 lnduced Downwash on a FolloWlllg \Viug 
Two identical aircraft are considered in a righ, e<::hclon formation. The aircraft. therefore, 
share ,he ,.an", ~pan. /J. lift distributklll and aspect ratk>, II R. One sign ificant difference " 
that only t he lead aircraft main wing, represented hy a single hor"""h"e vortex, is lliOdelled 
while ,he , rai ling aircraft consists of a main win~, tail plane and 'ailfin. Th~ oo-ordinat(' 
axes arc shown in Fig 3.3. l',ote ,hal the aircraft are a.osumed t o fly straight and level , 
tim", t he inJjuence e/feets arc considered in lhe inertial frame The following aircr"ft'. 
lifting mrf"-CC. wil l experience an induced flow field due to the lead aircrnft's free trajJin~ 
vortices. TIle downwash Wjk on lhe r~ar aircrafl I;f,ing surfaces due to the horseshle 
vO r[Cx filaments of the lead aircraft wing tho Helmhol'. vorlc»:: wloctly profilr is giyen by 
('quation (3.2) (refer [.0 Fig. 3.1). Sui=ript jk refers to the influrncr of ,h~ 1ea.<.1 aircraft· 
U) on the (railing aircraft (',) .. .\,s was discussed in chapter 2, the Burnffim Hallock and 
the Lamb-()O('en (Kurylowich) profiles of!'er rcasonable approximations with !(feate"t ease 
of implementation. FlJ llowln~ from the work of Blake and }Iulthopp ~51 whe!'O reasonable 
agreement was found with the HASC\lfi vortex lattice cod~ , ,he Burnhanl HalJock profile i, 
ch"""n. a., noted in Section 2.5. FUrthermore, it is helieyc-d tha, it i~ <;(lme what ea.,;"r (" 
implemrn,. 
Equation (.11.11) in Appendix A glvcs ,he downwash on a "ing from ooth free trailing 
vOl',i"" but exclude, the bound vortex portion. Thl, is ~hown to have " negligibir rf-










Figure 3_:{: Hor"".h"" ,'mlkes in ";ght ech<>lon formation. 
(A. ll). Thio profile 00... no, cOT»'der v,",,->oUs effect" and results in a singularity a, ~ = i . 
Tmmduc;ing • vi,;cons C(lr". r" into eqnation (A_Ill n .. ing thp numh'H) Hollo<:k IJmfile 
yipld" 
l'l, e ill,h,r-e<l di,l";bution alo~ t he elliptical planforYrl I. o.ppro;dmated by 0. di.tribution (I\'er 
a r",:to.ngulor planrorm of span eqna! to the bound """,tel< and wwtant Ci. This is done 
in order co oM.in • has ie an . lytieal equation for implempntation in the ,imu)a,ion, 8in'''' 
\he plliptical di.tribution " not an.lyt,ically imegrable. The ,,'!mlt of this approximation 
is compared with r""ul,,, obtained hom • numeri"al in(egl-a,ion over the full "p= of an 
ellip,lc; . 1 phm[orm in _Fig , E ,\. 
A;'"." infl uen"e f""Wr is introduced , defined as: 
(3.4) 
which int{""rat<ls thp induced dcrn;nw.sh due co the leO<:! l;orse,hoe (railing \'oniCf's aloll)\: 










with conversion to dimensionless ""paration, {, 'I and (. with respect to the "pan. b, whe,." 
8 " = "( 8y ~ "'I aud Cl.z - b( is shov,'ll ill APP"lldix A. illcorpomtiug this iuRuOIlCO factor 
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(3.5) 
Figllre 3,4; COmp""if'<lll of "'.i!;"""'·~'H nsing the Iliot-Sm'>lrt Helmholtz profile (J1 = 0) with 
17j'o"",",,, using ille Hollorl< Bnrnham profile (I' = 0.03) where e = -10 and (= 0, 
the Rumh"'" profile with I' = 0,03 is depicted in.Fig. :{A. A corltm,r Ina!! of "',"OWr"," lilr 
chongc" irl I) ond ( is ,1J(lwn in Fig, 3.5, Henceforth, the effect of the lea.d hor=hoe YOrtc::.: 
is represented by a rumhin,,-.!';on ()f the apprmdmal-ion of Cl.X ----i 00 and a solid vortex core , 
I'e, equal to 3')t, of the will.l;"pan. Other ir lflllen('e forim" 7"jk. "J'1 arid 7""1 are introduced 
10U'r itt this report. however. they ill ""'" the same two aforerneniione<i O""llIllpiiorlS arid 
are abo nmetion" of the scparatiorl alone, tbllowing from this assumption and in ordcr to 
redn"" the lell):;th of the "ub"",ri!!t. jk app-ro,tB, an Lcnn, with ""bscript jk infers the u"" of 
the approximate method ""d Burnhanl Hallock profile. aside from ,,"ctions ,1..1 and A.2 in 
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3.3 Downwash and Sidewash InHucncc Factors 
The lift ",nd drag iIK'I'Cment, a re considered a re"ult or the induced ,lownwa5h on the wing 
aione. Thu. , ho inlluen"" factor, "'i'" i, uood. The induced rolling momem i. dependent 
OIl the downwaoh di"tribution alon!: the wing, An Inrtume,' factor which intcr;,..",tes the 
downwash together ",;th the moment a1m along- the "ing i, required, T hL, will be ,,,,fo,,md 
00 as the moment infil.lCnoc fucwr. 'jt- The i1>dueed yawi ll!: moment i" depend" llt OIl both 
the downwa.,h dist1ibmion along the "ing. l'Cquiring T;k. and thc sidcwash on the t ailfin. 
Thc ind l.lCed sideforce is con"idcred a remit or the induced sidewa,h on ,he tailfin only_ 
The influeJl<'e f"".tor mp1",senting the , idewash on the tailfin is ",fcrred to as "'jkt where 
the subscript f rere,"" to the tailfi,,_ The pitdling moment ir.crelllCllt is partly ca used by an 
indueed downwa,h on the wing over a 'pan equal to the tailplanc SpaIl_ Here. the influeDC'C 
facoor is named "'jk., -
3 .3 .1 Downwash Distr ibu tion Along the Wing 
The rIi"rllJUtion of downwa,h aJOl}f the willg is obtained by multiplying the downwa"h by 
the moment arm from the c .g_ and integ ra,illg over , he hound vortel[ which yields 1",'" 
4,,- ['i 
1"; ,,;:: l '
j
b J_~ W;kY dy (.3.6) 
Recalling equation (3.:l) and multiplying by the moment ann y give" 
IntcglRtion and oonvcrsion to dimensiOfllc,,, units with re'pC<'t to IJ yields (>ICC AppclHii" 
A.5): 
,,,~_ , ,(' +,,, [,+,, -, ( '-j )+=,-,( '+1 )_,=,-,( " )] ... 
y )(2 I i,1 ,It' + 1,2 Y(~ + 1,1 
1 ((I)_ ~p+(2 I 1'2)((I) + i}' 1(2+ 1/ 2)1 ' I(TI+i}'+(2+ p 21 .. 
-'l In! :I ('12 I (ll-iJl? . -S In (1) 112 + (l+!J-2 (.l.S) 
Im ... ,dga'iOll or Fig '. 3.G a url 3.7 ,how the limit, at '1 = ~ ,.nd I) = ~ . At I) = ~ and (= 0 
the trailing "';1",.,.r, longitudinal axis i. coincident "i,h , he l",,-d aircraft's neM t railing 
vortex. hcnee resulting in up",,,,,h on the outboard alld downwash on the illboo.rd wing. 
Thi' i, likely to create a a strong negative rolling moment (toward the lead aireraft)_ At 
'I - ~ and ( - 0 the induced upwash on the inboard wing is far gl'C,.ter th,.n the induced 
upw""h OCt the outboo.rd wing whi~.h i, more di,ta.nt horn the trniling vort"" filaments_ 
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Figure :l.6: Tjk ""ing the Ihlloek Bumham 
profile where £ = -10. (= 0 and J1 = 0,03. 
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Figure :l.7: c.:""tour map of TjI_ u"i"g t,he Hal-
lock Burnham profile where £ _ -10 and 
I' = U.03. 
F\lrt,he11nO<e, a shorp eho"ge is ,ho",." between lateral sepaxations of 'I - i and 'I - f ('"--'" 
section 3,:;, 1 for further discussion and derivation of rolling moment). 
3 . .1.2 Sid"",,,,], on T"ilfin 
Recalling the method used to obtain equation (3,3). the . ame method ca.n be w;cd to obtain 
Vjk/, the sidew"-'lh at a point "0 On the l,alilin of the trailing aircraft due 11) the tmiling 
voni",," of the lead aircraft. The tailfiTl i" ,,",umed to be a "~"ffii-"'ing "ith a ho""-,,,hoe 
vo1"kx in I,he verUe,] ,tz plone centred a" the tailfin root • .lid extending to T time. the 
tailfin height (= Fig :1.9). The lea.d I>ou"d vortex ha.' ,,0 effect, OIl the sidewo,h at the 
tailfin, The ,,; dewat<h at the taillin due to ,he "ear aTld far tra.lling vorUec" after "implif,.;Tl~ 
by lett-inr; .;lx .... 00. becomes: 
(1") 2{.;lz I z. f; t';I-{ = (.;ly _ \f)1 I (':'z I 2(.;lz+zv I z) , " 
(3.9) 
z,. is . he vert,i""i dis'all"e from l,he hotl-om ofl.he tailfin, (centre of tailfin bound vortex). to 
the aircraft lo"gitudi'lal "entrel;,," whi~h is iTJ pi",Je with .he wing, imrodudng 0 sklew,~,h 












Figure :\.8: SclwmMk of ~rcraft arrangement and dimeruiolls to calculate ,idcw>l8h 011 
t!l.Ufin. 
Integratiun acroSS the upper half of the talllin bound vor\('x and convcruiotl to dimcrniurd.," 
units obtains (>I<J(' Appendix A.til: 
Where (, _ '+, In ordel' to represent equation Cl.ll) 1(ril.]Jhi<,,>lly, the '''''''''''My paratr,"""", 
\\we ubtairl.d fro trL " t ypical large airliner. j, e. Bo"in~ 747 (.ee ""'lion G). The "ici"",,,,,h 
on the ti!.ilfin due w the lead aircraft', trailing vortk .. i. dcpjc1;ed in Fig"_ :UO and :Ul. 
1\0"," that the maximum indu<ocd "ide",,,",, on t he t aiUin occurs at a lateral seplllation of 
'I - i. whe,.. the tI&ilinl( aircraft nooc i. IlliIrgino.lly irlhOi!.rd of the lead aircraft's wing tip. 
and" 81,,0.11 posi~ive vertical Sl' paration ( trailin~ aircraft bdo", knd aircraft) The COJIWUf 
plot ,how" that for .. further increase in the vertic-al ooparat ion, a rapid chan~c in the 
sidewash oecu,," from an initially nC'~ati.c ,i<!cw,.,.h ill th e 11 dire<',tion 10 a positive sense. It 
c" n be ilTLlTLM;ately exlrap<>lated that the yawin~ momenl, in thi, rC&iull would he highly 
UJlprcdk"t!l.bk . A further dis",w;sion and der:"vat ion of the induced yawing momcn'o follow, 












Figure 3,9: Repre",ntation 01 tailfin 
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Figurc 3,10: Cf;<{ using the Ha,lIock Bum hi"n 
pr<.,lile where £. _ - 10, (= 0 l",d i' = (\,1)3. 
3.4 Induced Forces 
F igure 3,11, Contour m ap "I Cf;k, nsing the 
H" Uocl< BUr1,ham profil" wheT(" £. _ -10 and 
J1 - 0,03. 
3.·1- 1 elmng.-, in Tllduced Lift and Drag 
The derivlttion8 b elow closely follow t hor;e co"t.~iILl>(1 i" rd'erctLc" [5[. At " ny "llll.nwi", posi-
tion , y, t,he 10,",1 oownwash , 'u.-(y), dll€ t<.> the prn;"noe of the lead o.ircrafi "''-U",," a 'OO1 JCtiOIL 
in angie "f attack "'11ml to wJP ,' where snlll.lI " ,,{: les are aosumed .. ~ n approxima tion of t-he 
change in lift due t o the indured d"wnw"",h is given by; 
13,12) 
where the Integmt~m i, !., k'HL aioHS t he hound VOItex. ~)"Om oo.>ic "",ooynamic rdat ion-










aircraft coefIicien\ of lift CL,j_ 
r _~ __ 2VEbC 
J - pVEo.. - 1I"AR L,j (3. 13) 
With the dimen,ionle:;s influ~nc~ foetor "lk ginn by <'<!uflllon (:L~) flod "ubstituting ~qu ..... 
\ion (3.13), we get: 
, -CI"C\,i 
:"CL,. = 2,,1AR ".i' (:l.J.l) 
A full derivfltion i, found in Ap]}{llJ(lb: RL Equfltion (3.14) con be "implified fun.ilcr 
u"ing the r{'Sult of thin airfoil ,h<'(",.. (io ~ 211". Thus. the total change in lift is found by 
calculating the local mange in lift due t o thc mflng~ in local flngl~ of o,tflck and in\"grotin& 
thi, cha.n&e over the bound vortex. Th~ cbang~ in lift is ... direct f,mction of "j" 1f the lea.d 
aircraft i, ""sum<.:! to follow an ideal controlla.w by which the circulooon remain" cur"tfln, 
then it can he se<'1' tho, ,he chong~ In lift will b. directly proportional to th~ ""paration. 
A compflrison is made in Fig. Ric where r""nlh ootained from intcgroting ov~r the bound 
vortex is compared with ,,'(mIlS ohl<linNi by numerical integration over an ~l1iptical wing. 
Figure R2c shows a contour plot of the m &nge in induced lift a, a function of loteral and 
vertical sep""a.tion. Additional cxperimenl<ll data and ffl'Juits u:;ing "011."'-< lattice methods 
from other ,(udi", are shown in Fig. B.3. 
T he change in drag i" found by nteans of Ute Kutta-Joulwwski th...,.~m. wh~re the 
do\\'n"'ash will indllC' & change in drag &t any , pflllwibC Jx.,ition giv{'T' by' 
JC . _ 2w{y)l'l-dy 
m,' - V~S 
Integrating along the bound vorl€>: filomrnt find using cquotion" (3.1~) ond (3.4) , "'" lind 
,he loOtol cilange in drag: 
4CI~.' I'"~ 
:"CDU, =-v ' '''jk dll 
1f E" _>. (' 
2CI~,iCI.,. 
,,'AR "j. (:u.~) 
It can be "",n that !;,CPiJ; i .... fUllction of th~ ,rail aircraft coefficient of lift and " ;k-
indicating thot , jf th~ le"d and troiling aircraft "".. assumed to follow an ideBl control law, 
then the change in induced drag will be directly proportiorJOlto the ""paratkm {s,", F1g. 
RIo}. Th",,~ r,,"ullos agree with the finding, of .'I1yatt and Blalu- III and Blolu- 16J who 
mgg",,(cd tho" aslde from the inducNi drag , aerodynamic force = d moment increment. 
on the t railiDi( aircraft con be nJOd"ll ed fI" fmlCtions of lh~ r~lativ~ sep""ation and lift 
coefficient of the vortex gencroting flircro[, (lead). while the induced drag can b. modelled 










It will be shown that the following change" in ""rudynamic forces and moment, ate indeed 
function. of the rdative separation and load aircraft lift coefficient, except for the dumgo 
in pw momellt which ~<Jnei dflrS t he di"triblltion of induced drag alollg the wing (see Fig" _ 
8.1& a nd B.2a). 
3.4.2 Inc\ul""c\ Sideforce 
The "idefo"," illduced on the tail rin is coneiderc<i as th e total "idefetce fm· the aircraft. while 
the elf<xt of the sidewam ever the fuselage is Igllored. TlW .ideforce i" derived in "similar 
way to that in which the t'hange in lift on the wing W"-' found. The lead trailing mne" 
ienerate, a local eidewam 011 the trailing aircraft tailfin alld thcrcfotc a local 'idcslip angle 
i3 = f. The sidefurce coefficient created by the taiHin due to t hi , local "id",lip iB: 
Assuming the t.,ilfin to he 0 semi-win" a.'l di",'.ufo.'led in ileCtion ~.3.2 and ,hown in Fi~, 3.9, 
integration along the upper half of. the tailfill honnd vort<ox giy",,: 
e.c>" - 0: j-~,r. q" f C.:~ ) dt: (3.16) 
where or i, twit''' the taJlfin span. ,ymmetric about an axi, at t he bottom ef the tailfin and 
e.C~k! is tcfc:rred 00 the tailfin are" Sr = cr¥- Rccilling the din>cnsinnI Cll" infiuen"" facter 
(Jjkf of equation (3.10), equation 3.16 be<".mncs: 
2r'''1 r ; (Jib e.C t - ---. _ • 
• ~ I of 411" V" 
The dimen"iollle,;., term, (f - ;C. ie ueed fmm which OJ, = ~(J'" r; i, cOllverw<l to eLj 
u,ing equati,)!} (~.13). Applying the result of airfoil theory, c'''1 = 211. to the tailfin, the 
solution for the chollge in "idefor"" coe.fficl etlt be<:omes: 
, 2CLi 
e.C.k j = "AR'r "j<j (3_17) 
Referring j.C~k.' to the "1ng area S, t he coofficient for the t<>tol . ideforcc i, found; 
; _ ' ._Sf 2C'-j 
!I.( yk - !l.e'''r - S" AR(r "i<1 (3.l8) 
The induced ,idefotce, modelled a.s solely depelldent on the to ilfin. only exhibit.< , ign irica.nt 
chollge near 'I - ~ where the talltin i'l ckJsc to the leM aHerafi'. near tro.i!ing wHtel[ 
filament. The "idew..,h on the ta;jfin , and hence t he induced sidcforcr, changes rapidly 
with vertical separatiou, C'S!K'Cially [)Cor ~ = ~ _ Figure Rib ,howl< the induced eidefm'ce [or 










3.;' Tnduccd :\furneuts 
:l .. ~ .l Holl 
The induced rolliI'~ moment i, con,i(k"lxi to be a result. or the distribution 01 lilt along the 
win;,: aim",. The di.tdbution of lift and .!deforce along the tailplnnc and tailfin 'C!<P'Xtiveiy 
is I\Ssumlld (.(l be negligi~ and iguored. The rollin& mOment due \0 a wing soction is' 
Hen'. L rep"'!JCnl.« rolling moment. and L repr"""m. lift. lntcgration alon;,: t h" tmilin~ wing 
wund .... ,rte,x and convc,""ion to dime",ionic...,. cooffici<'llt. flqk - m. yields: 
1:!·1 91 
The moment inlim'nc<' fact.or of equation (3.6) is introduced and from equat ion (:U:J), 
equation (.1.19) hecmnc", 
(:J.20 ) 
lntegrating over the wund \'Ol'\<'-x with constant gcometric chord and con:<tant "I" = 2". 
yields ". posi,ive peak rolling moment n.t optimum "'p,,,a\iol) wh ich rep"esents all inlia"",\ 
peak value compaml \<:l \he indu<oerl rolling moment 01 a "ring "ith an dliptlcallift di:<tri-
wt.ion (soo Fig. B.ld). The peak positiv" rolliu.w: momcnt. of ,he ,..,proximation is. however. 
well "ithin the ,arne ord,,, or magnitude a1bei\ with a .tccper gmdicnt . Furthermore. thc w -
""l\s oot"lned from the approxim"tiOl' will be comen'ati \'C. The approximat.ion is therefore 
consid,mxi oo<'qua", for ,he CUrl'e~l' study. 
3.5.2 Pitch 
Fip;uIC 3.)2: Wing toilplane Ii",," goome'!)'. 
Figure :1.12 shows the val'ious rontrihmion. to angle of ",tack "to the mai" wiu.w: and ,he 










corre"p<mding to zeto lill __ f.' ii - n·.",."", - ,,~_" while 6", is Lhe change in indnced angle 
of aUack dne u> m e presenee 0: the lead aircraft t ro.iling vort·ice •. The angle of o.tt ack on 
the ta;lpianc is hence, 
" T -ii + 5a, - ~ + 'IT 
~ _ (d') and a+ b"; - e=(,,+b,,;) 1 - ria 
Fot "tcw y Ilighl in i,.olal.;o.n Le. no effed due to the lead trailing vortices_ i> = ~ where ". 
"I. is t he wing lift. coefficient slope, When con8idcting: the effect due 1-0 the lead t r.l.iiing 
vorticc"ll . It i, "-'<I<ulllod tha t 6(>, - - if , where ",' represents the downwa!lh along " portion 
oJ t he "ing span equal to the span of the tailpbl1c bound vortox . due to tho pte""nce of the 
lc;,d aircraft tt",ling: vottic",,_ The tailplan e angl. of aUar.k is thus approximated a", 
,~ - ----~- , -- "" tr ( re<. " ) ( 'k) " Ii,. ria (:1.21) 
To ,,,,Icubto t ho chango in ~"OCffident of pitehing moment. 5C", ., it foilow. from Fig , :l,I:) 
\ 
"-. ~. c:-~-- ~_ -1_ _ \.~ 
~'--_ "-00- ii:~ ' 
" 





Figme 3,1_3; Pit ch 1ll0llK'nt- mudd 
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VT i. the tailphne ,'oillme mtio "tid LlCLk i, th~ cho.nge itl witlg lirt c(><)flic;ient gi ,'en by 
equation (3.11) . The ~llanJ.:e in ru,craft. pitchhlJ.: moment coefficient dne to the pT"""nce of 
the lead !l.irf'mft tt'!l.iling vortic,"", j , till,,: 
LlC,,, k -LlCL,t{h - hn) - V.,(J, ~ (1 - ;:,) 
=llCu(n· hu) - V rLlCL ", (1 - ~~) 
where LlC" .,. = - ttl "i .' 0., ib the t,":lpl=e lift coefficient blope. 
(3.23) 
To fi tld the total ch=ge in pitching moment coefficient, LlCfl ,,·, -r£ is required which 
involycs integratiOfl aJOllg " portion of t he wing of which t& "P<1n i:J "-lual to the "pan of 
the l!l.ilph.", oonnd vonex -~" to~. The derivation of tJ.CL w" follows: 
(3.21) 
Imtoducing the inflll~tlc~ roctor "jt..,h ("'* A]lp endix A.4) 
!;;- OJh," is given as (see Appendix A.1): 
- p.--------
(,,) SOp""aUO<J rot nwtlmum ""'" up il>duced 
pi\chinI mom<nt. 
--- p.---- - - - --
(b) S.p~mr.ion for m~ximum n _ down ioo"c<!d 
pitchi,\:, rnmrxml . 
Figure 3.11; Graphic indicating' rcl"tive lateral separation, for maximum no",-' up/'duwn 










(2+ ("- 1 - ~%)2 +112) (2 + ('1 + ~ + ~%)2 +1,2) 
(2 + ('1 i I i'l.i + Ij2) (2 + ('J + i -i'1h)2 I 1<1) 
(3.26) 
Figures ll.le and B.2e ,hi,,,, the predie\oo pil,ehing mOm en, codlie;.,ni fo.- late.,""l and 
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Figure 3.1S, (l"jk •• usill( i l><: Hallock Burnham 







" • • 
Figure .3.16' Q)n\()ur map of ,,";1< •. /, using the 
Hallock Burnham profik wocrc ~ = - 10 "nd 
I' = 0'(1:1 
vcrtical ""pa:JMion. T he "'" leI predicts maximun, p<:<;itive pitchill( montent fOT toc t9 ilplanc 
directly inboard of the lead aircraft:" IlC!lr t railing von-ex and ma", imum ll(M down pil chi ng 
momen, for \ he \a.i lplane directly OIltboord of toc n~"r trailing vorte",. Thi" effect i, aki n 
to cXp<'rlcncing an upwardj downw,"d gus ,. The aircraft will tend to 'weathercock into the 
upwa.shjdownwash. 
3.5.3 Yaw 
The induced ya"' tlg mOm en, is drken by both the induced sidcW!l.llh on tk t"ilfin ;)lld 
toc induced dn'"l\ di.\rii.>IJ\Km along \he wing. From the Kutta-.loukow,.ki tr.coITm. the 
downwa,h will induce a change in dr:lg i,f '"Mying magni\ude along \he wing dependent on 
t he magnitud~ of the local dOWTlw",!<h at" "panwil'll) loca ,ion. y. Thi, '"Myillg indoced drag 
acts ab out the c.g. and will geIK'rate a ,,,,"wing moment. The mo",on\ 'U~" of \he yawillg 
moment due \0 the , idefuce on the tallfin i" givcn by the distance from the CG \() the 
twlnn centre of ]l£I".ure parallel wi,h the x-axil< in the body frame. given b" if. 
The yv,wing moment due t o I,he lor,,] drag a , a 'j)linwi," position. y. is givcn by: 











Csing 1"J' as delined bj- equation (3,6) and com..,rting r, \.0 eLk u,ing l~l",,\ion ("-2), we 
""rive o.t the "'Illa',io" to <I'''CTib~ the change in Y.'" cocffiri<'nt due to the dr,,« distribution 
NCIll& the wing: 
(3.27) 
The yaw moment coefficient doo to the t.,jllin io .imply calcul.,ted by taking the sidet'o,."" on 
the twUin ond mnltiplying' by the moment ann. Recalling equation rH7) ond introducing' 
the t.ailfin volnme ralio, Vj = 4}f: 
'C' '-' 2C[J 
'-' ~nk-, = -., "AR(f Jjk, 
The total yaw moment coefficient iB hence .. fter summing equ .. tions (3,27) and (3.28): 
"C •. ' _ o',c,'l,\Ci'c·,k _' .. _ V-, 2C[,1 _' •. 
'--'. ".'AR 'J' '".AR(/" ·' (1 .2~) 
The combined effect is shown in Fig". R1 f and B.lf where t,,;o pc.ks arc revc.,kd for latcral 
>cparation and ( - n. At 'I - i the dominant eff"d: i, d",· w the drag di"tribution along 
the wing while at 'I = i. the effect dllC to "ide"""h on the tailtin dominatco. From Fig'. 
:1.11, the ,id"w""b influet><:e Ia,;wr "jk f exhibits a J,u'ge ''''l",n,,,mce on Ye!'ii<;al "epa-ration. 
Thus, changc" in verti,,,,l "''P.ratiOll ncar 'I - ~ will yk'ld "igllificant ~h ong", ill tl:w yawing 
moment. 
3.6 Iuduced Forces and M oments versus Cont rol Aut hority 
In orde!' to gain a clearer insight into the Imgnitndcs of the effectil dllC W thc kad tro-iling 
H>rtin", on the ae!'odynamic "o"ffid"nt". the chong<' iIJ aerooynamic ~oeffidenu; "te "aku_ 
lal<"<l and compared with the angle 01 atta<;l, sideslip angle and ~ontl'ol delle"tion angle, 
required to trim the . ircraft .,t '" po,rtkuhr ""paratiOIl. A right ,',-bdon formation of two 
large identical passenger airliner:! is con"idcred using . ircr.it data from Ap]:>!'ndix G .. nd 
com·,.:ting to the mood rcpre,c:ntal,ion required, 
nom <'<Illation. (C.2) ""d (C.4), the "teady state trim ori<lntation angJes and control 
"nrfuce de:& .. O'tion angl"" . "e o'btair",·d The chang,· in odentation angles over" latera.! 
separation of 0 ::: '~ ::; 2 an' ""own in Fig. :l.l7. Figure::1.1 7 "how, m"-ximum ~a at 'I = 0 
where the m3.:<imum dowmvash iB encountered =d minimum 00 M 'I = -i where the single 
hOI1J""hoe vorl<"" model p."did~ !YIIUimum inc.."a",' in lift coefficient and .-eduction in dr-ag 
cocfficic:nt. Figure 3.18 shows the ~hange in ck',-.-tor and rudd<'r control d<·lIoct ion" as a 
metric of mo-ximnm allowable ~OI'trol d<·I1""tion fot, ( - 0 and '/ _ 0, .2 (Phpi£:ai ainO'rati 
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Figur~ 3.17: Ch3.l1g<\ in skariy state "ngl~ of Figure 3_1~: Ch",,~e in sl;eady ,tate elc .. "tor 
attack and .idcslip angle due to lead aircraft and rudder deflection anglC'S due to formation 
trailin& vor1,ic~ for inlA)rni SfJporol';on. flight. Deflection, given"" metric of !IlaJ[i-
mum deflection. (see Appendix G). 
to {ormation Hight are well within the maximum allo"Mie rletiection "ngl ~L The rUdder 
deflection nIl£;le show:< t.wo disi;IDct positive spikes M· '} = f and ~ = ~. At ~ = f, the 
dominant eJlect is due t he sid"wash on the tail fjn while at 'I ~ l' the I'rima."y Cl.\II<e for t he 
I'Cquircd rudder deflect.ion is due 1.0 t.he dCM'Ill'r",h distribution alon:: the wi~ (Fig. :{.20). 
At 'I = l' the challJ;C in yaw moment coefficient is less thon half of that encowu.ered at 
'I = 'f yet, the peak rudder defl<Jct,;oo ".n~l"'" 3.I-e both ,jmi ]"-" al; 1,008<) ~p',nl' .. i,e 'l'll'"ution. 
It appears that the coupling of the ~hange in yaw moment coefficient with the maximnm 
JJQ;il;iw dum~e in toll momfnt coefiicient, t""luin')l<'" ~imil at .. udder ddl""Uon an~le 3./, 'I ~ 1 
to the defiecwOfl a~le ... t 'I = i . 
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Fi~u"e :J.19 ' The comhined inlluence of the Figure 3.20: T he combinoo infiU<)nce of the 
dO"'llwash ".long the "in~ 3.ll(\ siriew,,-,h 3.long riownw"I<h ... Iong the win~ and sidev.·ash on t he 
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Figm" 3.21: Ch"ng~ in "leMy "(.1.1:<0 aileron Figllrc :1.22: C""rttrnlC plot or !l.iJerotl ckfl""t.ion 
defl~dion dOl" to forrn!l.!..ion JlighL. angle for lateral and vertical sepaxatiOll. 
FigUli' 3.23: Change in drag due to formation flight for Jat~ral and ,..,rti"oJ ""pllTat,ion wieh 
!l.iJerotl """eOO"'"'' "om.our superimposed. 
Fig1IT"" 3.21 and 3.22 show the rcqllircci 'l.il~ron d~fI"ctio'" wdl "hc"" the ",-ail"bJe 
"'''teoi ddle.,Uon angle for "Mion" ranges of 'I with ~ = 0 including f) ~ j ror optimum 
drag ~ffictc"<:Y_ It i:J d~"rly ~d<1etl1. "hal. the primary cause of "k large aileron deflections 
is due to 11K' , hAAgc in til(' roll mome"" ,:oeffi";,,n\', Figure 3.19 shows the infill~nce on the 
roll moment d~ t o th~ "id~WMh on the Iil.llfin I. negligihle. hence. the primary cffcc. on 
t,he induced roll moment, and ,,,lJ,,;cqucntiy. th~ ail~IOn ddkccion. i8 du ... to lohe dowuw""h 
.. long I.he wing. Fignr~ 3.23 gives an indirotiou of the maximum dmg r..,ndit obt!l.inabl~ 
"ith ""poet to t.he limiting raM"'· of \he aileron oonuco] aut horhy as prC"dicted by the b~,"ic 










4 Modelling The Effect of Atmospheric 
Turbulence on Formation Flight 
4.1 Simplifying Assumptions on the Effects of Atmospheric 
Turbulence on Aircraft in Formation 
Atmospheric turbulence is modelled as stationary, homogeneous, isotropic, Gaussian tur-
bulence [69, 72]. The two aircraft are modelled as two points considered to be vanishingly 
small with respect to the wavelengths of all significant spectral components. Etkin [72] 
shows that the dominant wavelength is defined by: 
21T 
AUpeDA: = -- = 4.7£ 
OUpe .. k 
(4.1) 
indicating that the wavelengths are large compared to the size of a typical large airliner. 
The lateral and vertical relative separations between the lead and trail aircraft are also 
considered small, thus, only the longitudinal separation is considered. The longitudinal 
separation is written as a function of the time separation where, t1x = VET. 
A further assumption is made in order to simplify the model. It is assumed that the gust 
velocity experienced by the lead aircraft will remain frozen until the trailing aircraft has 
reached the same streamwise location. As a measure to limit the divergence of this assump-
tion, the longitudinal separation is limited to 10 spans. The one-dimensional correlations 
and spectral densities given in the literature [69, 72] can subsequently be applied. 
Schaeffer et al. [75] note that although a cross spectrum has been found to exist between 
longitudinal and vertical gust velocities, it has been concluded that the cross spectrum only 
has a significant magnitude at frequencies too low to be important. Etkin [77] used a power 
series approximation to generate atmospheric turbulence power spectra and cross spectra 
of the gust components up to second order derivatives of the components. 14 different 
non-zero power spectra were identified. Three zero-order, ~uu, ~vv and ~ww, and four first 
order, ~uu." ~UVII' ~VV., and ~ww., , non-zero spectra were found where only one was a cross-
spectrum involving two different velocity components, i.e. ~UVII where Vy = ~. Etkin 
goes on to state that "in a first-order theory, this remains as the only cross-term between 
velocity components and if it is neglected, complete statistical separation of the response 
to the three components of the turbulence results". 
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while qg is correlated with Wg and rg is correlated with v g • Hence, it is assumed that there 
is effectively no correlation between any of the linear gust velocity components. 
4.2 Atmospheric Turbulence Spectra and Parameters 
The von Karman model one dimensional spectra are defined in MIL-F-8785C [33] and 
Schaeffer et al. [75] as functions of temporal frequency. 
(72L 1 
~1J1J(w) = - 1\ 
?rYe [1 + (aLV; )2]6 
(4.2) 
(72 L 1 + !(aLv.)2 
~vv(W) = ~ww(w) = V. · 11 
?r e [1 + (aLV; )2]6 
(4.3) 
The turbulence gust gradients are considered equivalent in effect to the aircraft angular 
velocities. These gust gradients are approximated by: 
8ug 8Vg 
r ----
9 - 8y 8x 
The spectral densities of the gust velocity gradients are given as: 
1 
(72 0.8 (~)3 
~w\lw\l=V:L ( )2 
e 1+ 4bw 
;Tv; 
'" (V;)2 '" () 
""'w",w", = ( )2 ""'ww W 
1 + 4bw ;Tv; 
'" (V;)2 ~ ( ) 
""'v",v", = ( )2 vv W 




The recommended rms magnitude of atmospheric turbulence intensity at medium/high 
altitude is given by MIL-F-8785C as a function of altitude and probability of exceedance, 
reprinted in Fig. 4.1. At 40000 feet, an rms magnitude of 4.7 m/s is given for severe 
turbulence while 1.3 m/s is given for moderate turbulence. The data on light turbulence 
is less clear. A minimum value of 0.9 m/s is recommended by MIL-HDBK-1797 [78] for 
simulations of aircraft encountering atmospheric turbulence. This value is however very 
close to the 1.3 m/s for moderate turbulence at 40000 feet. Extrapolation of the data in 
MIL-F-8785C indicates that the rms magnitude for light turbulence at 40000 feet is 0 where 
the nearest data point gives 0.2 m/s at 33000 feet. For the purposes of the current study to 
obtain a comparison of formation flight and isolated flight in different levels of atmospheric 
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Figure 4.1: RMS turbulence intensity amplitude (feet/sec) as a function of altitude (feet) 
and probability of exceedance, reprinted from MIL-F-8785C [33]. 
As prescribed by MIL-F-8785C [33] and Schaeffer et al. [75], an integral scale of L1I. = 
2500 feet or 762 m is used with the von Karman spectral densities in the current study. A 
secondary investigation of L1I. = 152 m are considered for light and moderate turbulence 
intensities following from indications by Houbolt [70] that mean length scales of 500 to 700 
feet may prevail in turbulence of lighter severity. 
4.3 Effective Aircraft Separation 
The principle perturbations on the trailing aircraft stem from the assumption that the lead 
aircraft's trailing vortices are assumed to move in an ideal fashion in atmospheric turbulence. 
i.e. shift with the lateral and vertical gust velocities. Both vortices are assumed to move 
identically and thus the relative spacing between the two trailing vortices are maintained. 
Figure 4.2 describes the ideal movement assumed in a lateral gust. 
In order to calculate the effective separation, the direction of the trailing vortex is 
considered parallel to the local instantaneous velocity vector with respect to the air as 
'shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. These disturbed horseshoe vortices alter the effective separation 
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of assumption used to model the disturbed trailing vortices due to 
lateral gusts causing a change in effective lateral separation. 
vortices. 
It is assumed that the lead aircraft does not experience vertical acceleration by satisfying 
an ideal control law which ensures a constant lift. A vertical component of turbulent velocity 
will change the effective vertical separation, AZel I, or in dimensionless form, (ell' Similarly, 
in the case of the turbulent lateral velocity, vg , Ay will become AYel1 or in dimensionless 
form "'el I as shown in Fig. 4.4. A stronger gust velocity or greater streamwise separation will 
increase the difference between geometric separation and effective separation. The effective 
Figure 4.3: Side view of formation in vertical turbulence. 
aircraft separation is defined as a function of the gust velocities, Vg and wg , freestream 
velOCity and geometric separation: 
AYe/f = JAx2+Ay2sin(tan-1 (~:x) -tan-1 (~)) 
AZe/f = J Ax2 + Az2 sin (tan-1 (~;x) - tan-1 (i)) 
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The aerodynamic disturbance loads encountered by the trailing aircraft due to the lead 
aircraft trailing vortices are therefore defined by substituting "Iell and (ell for "I and ( into 
the equations defining the change in aerodynamic load and moment coefficients. The trim 
condition is set for the loads and moments due to a given separation in zero atmospheric 
turbulence and thus, in the current study, the difference between "Iell and "I along with (ell 
and ( is what ultimately generates the disturbance loads due to the trailing vortices. The 
gust velocities are defined as stochastic processes by the von Karman spectral densities and 
assumed to remain frozen for the time it takes the trailing aircraft to cover the longitudinal 
separation. 
Referring to Section 3.6 and Appendix B.7, the gradients displayed in Figs. 3.18 to 
3.22 and Figs. B.1a to B.1£ give an indication of the disturbance magnitude that a gust 
would impose. Figure 3.21 is reprinted here for convenience as Fig. 4.5. Considering the 
steep slope of aileron deflection over lateral separation as an example, a lateral gust of 
1 % freestream velocity of 236 mls at 40000 feet (M=0.8), 2.36 mis, in a formation with 
longitudinal, lateral and vertical relative separation of 10, 0.785 and 0 spans respectively, 
would change the effective lateral separation to 0.685 spans. Ignoring unsteady effects, 











deflection. This example is in no way a realistic description of the roll response over this 
range of aileron deflection nor of the physical behaviour of the aircraft, but it does provide 
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Figure 4.5: Change in steady state aileron deflection due to formation flight. Reprinted 












5 Development of the Perturbed 
Equations of Motion in Formation Flight 
In order to obtain the acceleration response and consequently, the acceleration spectra, 
from a simulation, a set of equations are required to approximate the motion of the aircraft. 
This chapter summarizes the derivation in Appendix 0 which yields the equations of motion 
implemented in the simulation of chapter 6. The current chapter arrives at a fully linearised 
set of equations of motion for a trailing aircraft of a two ship formation flying through 
atmospheric turbulence. These are adapted for use in the simulation accounting for the 
non-linear responses with respect to change in separation. The linearised set of equations 
aid understanding and shed light on the coupling of the longitudinal and lateral DOF by 
way of the gust velocities. 
The six-degree-of-freedom equations of motion for a rigid body, with origin at the CG 
are given by equations (0.1) to (0.6), reprinted here for convenience, where the body is 
symmetrical with respect to the xz plane [79]. 
m (it - vr + wq) = - mg sin 0 + D + T 
m (v + ur - wp) =mgsincpcosO + S 
m (w - uq + vp) =mg cos cpcos 0 + L 
Ixp - (1" - Iz) qr - Ixz (pq + T) =£ 
Iyti - (1z - Ix)pr - Ixz (r2 - p2) =M 
IzT - (Ix - I,,) pq - Ixz (p - qr) =N 
In steady trimmed formation flight, the body frame is slightly rotated with respect to its 
orientation during steady flight in isolation. The orientation angle "pe/ of the body frame 
in formation with reference to the inertial frame is non zero and the pitch angle O~I is at a 
different angle. It is assumed that the roll angle, cpe/ is trimmed to zero in formation flight. 
The transformation due to "p~I and O~I in steady formation flight follows from Fig. 5.1. 
B-R I Uo, - BIUO, 
{ f[ 











Figure 5.1: Illustration of Axes. 
Using these steady state orientation angles and introducing small perturbations, to all 
parameters, u ... t/J, the linearised perturbed equations of motion can be generated. All 
disturbance perturbations are assumed to be small. The reference state orientation angle, 
¢Of is zero while t/Jo, as well as the reference state velocity, vo" can be assumed to be small 
since they represent the change due to formation flight and are zero in steady, symmetric 
flight in isolation. All 'small' second order terms are considered negligible. Furthermore, 
for steady flight, Po, = qO, = ro, = O. The terms relating to steady flight alone, i.e. all 
reference state terms which are not functions of time, are inherently satisfied and fallout from 
the equations without losing generality. The perturbed equations of motion are therefore 
reduced to: 
m (Ud(t) + wO,qd(t)) = - mg(Jd(t) + Xd(t) 
m (Vd(t) + uo,rd(t) - 'WO,Pd(t)) =mg¢Jd(t) + Yd(t) 
m (Wd(t) - UO,qd(t)) =Zd(t) 
IxPd(t) - IxzTd(t) =£d(t) 
Iyl/d(t) =Md(t) 


















tives. For example: 
1 
where V = (( uo, + Ud)2 + (vo, + Vd)2 + (WOj + Wd)2r. While noting voj ' Ud, Vd and Wd are 
1 
small, V = (ugj + 2UO,Ud + w~, + 2wO,Wd) 2. 
The aerodynamic force and moment coefficients for steady flight in isolation (equations 
(D.20) to (D.25)) are combined with the force and moment coefficients due to steady for-
mation flight in zero wind: 
cbo, =cbo (0, {3, M) + L cbo (&k' 0, M) 
+ ~cb ("I, () + cb (&0, &{3, M) + L cb (&&k' 0, M) (5.8) 
C~Oj =c~o (0, {3, M) + L c~o (&k, 0, M) 
+ ~c~ ("I, () + c~ (&0, &{3, M) + L c~ (&&k, 0, M) (5.9) 
cL, =cfo (0, {3, M) + L cfo (&k' 0, M) 
+ ~cf ("I, () + CL (&0, &{3, M) + L cf (&&k' 0, 111) (5.10) 
C/o, =c,~ (0, {3, M) + L c/o (&k' 0, M) 
+ ~cf (.,." () + q (&0, &{3, M) + L cf (&&k, 0, M) (5.11) 
ctno, =ctno (0, {3, M) + L ctno (&k' 0, M) 
+ ~ctn ("I, () + cm (&0, &{3, M) + L ctn (&&k' 0, M) (5.12) 
C~o, =C~o (0, {3, AI) + L c~o (&k' 0, M) 
+ ~C~ ("I, () + Cn (&0, &{3, M) + L C~ (&&k, 0, M) (5.13) 
where subscript 0 represents steady flight in isolation and subscript 0, represents steady 
flight in formation. These coefficients are aligned with the free stream velocity vector and 
are therefore directed along the inertial frame and not the local wind frame (zero average 
wind is assumed). The change in coefficients due to steady formation flight are denoted 
with the prefix ~ while the orientation and deflection angle changes due to steady formation 
flight are denoted with the prefix &. The change in angle of attack eo, + &0 and the change 
in sideslip angle &{3 represents the change in the angles between the XB axis in formation 
and the free stream velocity. The orientation angles, &0 and &{3, are solved using equations 
(C.2) and (C.4) from Appendix C. 











equation (5.1) where OOf and 'I/Jof are considered to be small. 
{ 
CB -CB 














It is now assumed that the formation encounters atmospheric turbulence, resulting in the 
trailing aircraft being perturbed from its trimmed state. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 describe the 
disturbance angle of attack and sideslip angle. 
The longitudinal component, UOf + Ud(t} - ug(t}B is approximated by the free stream 
I 
z.J 
Figure 5.2: Disturbance Angle of Attack. 
velocity VE since the disturbance velocity and gust disturbances are small compared to 
uOf while the orientation angles, OOf and '!/JOf' are also considered small. The flight regime 
considered is one at cruise flight (M = 0.8) at 40000 feet. For a typical large passenger 
airliner, in the specified flight regime, the steady state angle of attack in isolated flight, 














Figure 5.3: Disturbance Sideslip Angle. 
are transferred to the body frame with the direction cosine matrix: 
'l/Jo, + 'l/Jd -()o, - ()d 1 I 
1 ¢d u g 
-¢d 1 
The trailing vortices of the lead aircraft are displaced by gusts as was discussed in section 
4.3. Hence the effective relative position of the trailing aircraft is given by equations (4.7) 
& (4.8). Assuming e » 1171 and Vg to be small compared to VE, equations (4.7) & (4.8) 
can be simplified to: 
(
V (t)) 
17eff(t) = 17 + e ~E (5.16) 
(
w (t)) 
("eff(t) = (" + e ~E (5.17) 
Representing C;&, C'II' Cz , q, Cm, Cn as Ci and Mk as the change in control inputs while 
noting that, to first order, ~V(t)2 = 2uo, (Ud(t) - ug(t), the first order approximations of 
the aerodynamic loads are given below. 
q(t) =Cio, + qd(t) 
C- ( ) =C.I 2 (Ud(t) - ug(t) aCi I {Wd(t) - w: (t) } aCi I {Vd(t) - v: (t) } 
'd t , r V + ao: r VE + a{3 r VE ... 
ac;, pb ac;, qc ac;, rb aCi 
+ ap Ir 2VE + aq Ir 2VE + 8f Ir 2VE + aMk Irl50k ..• 
+ ~Ir {c (Vg(t))} + aCi Ir {c (Wg(t))} ( 
8qeff .. VE a("eff'" VE 5.18) 
The first term on the RHS of equation (D.42) is only considered in the x and z components. 











tion flight and are not present in conventional aircraft small disturbance stability analysis. 
These terms therefore vanish for an aircraft flying in isolation. Due to the very non-linear 
relationship between effective separation and the induced loads and moments, these last 
two terms may have to be replaced with higher order approximations, particularly if the 
trailing aircraft is positioned at the optimum separation. The simulation is designed so 
that it solves the equations by replacing these terms with nonlinear functions as defined in 
chapter 3. A further standard assumption for small disturbances is: 
Pd(t) = ~d(t) 
qd(t) = iJd(t) 
Td(t) = ~d(t) 
Substituting equations (D.42) into equations (D.14) to (D.19) and rearranging into matrix 
form gives the desired set of linearised equations of motion for a trailing aircraft of a two 





















m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 it 
0 m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 iI 
0 0 m 0 0 0 0 0 0 w 
0 0 0 I", 0 -1",% 0 0 0 p 
0 0 0 0 III 0 0 0 0 q 
0 0 0 -l:z;z 0 1% 0 0 0 r 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 8 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 tb 
2~EgS *~ *~ 0 ~~-mw 0 0 -mg 0 ~~ 
2 E q 0, 1.1 
0 0 ~80 0 .m.~ 0 0 
V~ {j 2VE 7ft +mwo, 2VE ,. +muo, mg V 
2~:S +*~ ~~ *~ 0 ~~+muo 0 0 0 0 W 2 E q , 
0 ill~ 0 ~~ 0 i~:~ 0 0 0 P VE 2 E " 
W~m 0 W8!j:: 0 -s;;2 80 0 0 0 0 Wi"~ q 
0 W~ 0 W;~ 0 ij~2~ 0 0 0 r C1 2 E P 2 E f' 
01>- 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 '" 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
(J 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 t/J 
2Vr * ~-'ff-(~ * (~-{a~~;,) 0 ~~ 0 E "e/l 2 E q B 
0 ~ ~-{~ -S 80 W,;~ 0 W,;~ lLg B ell -fi{a(.J, 2 E " 2 E f' 
2~r+*~ * ~-{~ ~(8C 80) ~~ Vg E Ta -{a(e;, 0 0 Wg E "e" 
0 ~(~-{~ -~{~ W;!!§l 0 W;~ pg E {j ell E (e/l 2 E P 2 E ,. 
W8fC' -W{1.§7 ~ (8!jm _{~) W;8fm 
qg 
0 0 
E "e/l E a (.e/l 2 E q rg 
0 W(~-{a~~;,) -~{~ W;~ 0 ~~ E (.e/l 2 E P 2 E ,. 
1 ~ ~ ~ 
0 ~ 0 ~ 
{ 
66T 
} 0 0 ~ 0 66a + ~ ~ (5.19) 0 0 66e 8M 0 8{r. 0 66r ~ 










6 Development of Formation Flight 
Model for Simulation 
A study which includes the perturbed state variables can only be undertaken subsequent 
to the implementation of a formation flight control algorithm. The development of such an 
algorithm falls outside the scope of the current study. To obtain a first impression of the 
challenge the autopilot will have to deal with, the comparative effects of a turbulence affected 
wake flow field on aircraft acceleration are exaIllined here by a) including the aerodynamic 
loads and moments due to the change in the induced flow field, as a function of atmospheric 
turbulence, and the direct effect of the atmospheric gust velocities, versus b) including only 
the direct effect of atmospheric turbulence without the effect of the change in induced flow 
due to the trailing vortices. As an idealization, the average state variables are kept at there 
nominal values while the disturbance state variables tend to zero implying perfect autopilot 
and control surface response. 
Due to the extensive information available to the public, the Boeing 747-100 characteris-
tics are used in the simulations to represent both the lead and trailing aircraft in formation 
flight. It is also used to represent a single aircraft in isolated flight for the purpose of 
comparison (see Appendix G). 
6.1 Generation of the Gust Velocities 
The random turbulence signals are fed into the equations of motion by way of a Monte Carlo 
type simulation. The linear and angular gust velocities can be generated by a number of 
methods described by Schaeffer et al. [75] and MIL-HDBK-1797 [78]. One basic method 
involves summing a suitably large collection of continuous sinusoidal signals varying in 
frequency and amplitude where the amplitude is a function of the frequency obtained from 
the von Karman power spectral densities [33, 75]. A random phase shift with a uniform 
probability density of 1 from 0 to 211" is applied to these sinusoidal signals. This random 
phase shift creates the necessary stochastic nature. For a frequency band WI to W2, the 











Another common method is to pass band limited white noise through forming filters or 
transfer functions derived from the von Karman spectral densities. This method offers high 
computational speed, however, when white noise is generated digitally, a non-zero sampling 
period is required and the simulation extends over a finite total period. The spectrum, 
therefore, is only approximately flat and limits the white noise from having unity power. 
The output spectral density will therefore have reduced variance. Schaeffer et al. suggest 
multiplying the output signal by a restoring coefficient equal to ~ where 6t is the sample 
period. This is done using MATLAB Simulink where a white noise signal with Gaussian 
distribution and unity variance is passed through forming filters. The restoring coefficient 
is then applied to the output. 
Following the result of random vibration theory for a single input, the transfer functions 
derived from the spectral densities can be obtained: 




where the spectral density of white noise, ~w N, is 1. The von Karman spectral densities 
however contain exponents of frequency that are non even integers and it is therefore not 
possible to produce linear transfer functions. An approximation is developed by Schaeffer 
et al .. 
{!i; 1 + 0.25ir,:;s Huu{s} = U u _u_ E 2 
1TVE 1 + 1.357~s + 0.1987 (~) s2 
(6.1) 
~v 1 + 2.7478f?;;s + 0.3398 (f?;;) 2 s2 Hvv{s} = Uv -- 2 3 21TVE 1 + 2.9958i1;s + 1.9754 (~) s2 + 0.1539 (i1;) s3 (6.2) 
{;fi;w 1 + 2.7478t9;s + 0.3398 (t9;)2 s2 Hww{s) = U w -- 2 3 
21TVE 1 + 2.9958t9;s + 1.9754 (t9;) s2 + 0.1539 (t9;) s3 
(6.3) 
The transfer functions for the turbulence velocity gradients of the longitudinal change in 
vertical gust velocity and the longitudinal change in lateral gust velocity are approximated 
as: 
8 
Hwzwz {s} = ( 4~) Hww{s} 




Hvzvz {s} = ( v:,) Hvv{s} 
1 + 'll"VE s 
(6.5) 
Schaeffer et al. conclude that the the rolling moment due to the change in vertical gust 
velocity along the wingspan will generally be insignificant compared to the rolling moment 











Figure 6.1 ,;howo the ,p<'Ctml den,ity c.t.imo1.e, of the turbulcnee signal, genera.ted by 
pa&sing bond limitffi ,,·hite Mise thro~h til<- transfer functions (6.1) to (6.5) VCThUo the 
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Figurf' 6.1: SpectJ"al Density &timMiono of the linc&< and 0l1&n],,,, turbIJlf'ne<' vf'locity 
signals gruer8Joo by pabEing white nobe through th~ tran:sfer function" (6.1) L.o (6.5) ,, = 
1.3, r.~ - 762 m an d V" ~ 2;>6 mjs (M = 0.8) at 40000 foct . 
6.2 Simulation Flow 
The gU:;1, v"lociti~, generoLed by p"&!'ing white Mise through formin.o; filte ,"" together with 
the fore<" and moment equations from chopl.er 3 are usKi to ealcuhte the change in forc,," 
and mOmen1.b due u, the change in the Indue<od flow of th<- tmiling vurtice& by wo.y of t he 
gUbt velocities cho.Hging the ,·rr"e\ive bopMation. The!;c ch"""eo in the force" and moment.; 
&<c tJ"al!ofo""cd to the body frame ona sumlllfld with forces and mOlllent8 obt.ained vi", 










obtain the c.g. accelerations. The gust velocities are also transformed to the body frame 
prior to introduction into the equations of motion. As discussed earlier in this chapter, 
the disturbance state variables and control inputs remain zero. With the c.g. linear and 
angular accelerations, the passenger accelerations are obtained for the given offset from 
the c.g .. Since there is no control algorithm and the trailing aircraft is assumed to hold 
station, no feedback is necessary. The time history for the accelerations are built through 
looping over the random gust velocity samples. Figure 6.2 gives a high level overview of the 
simulation flow. 
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Figure 6.2: High level view of simulation flow. 
6.3 Spectral Density Estimation 
In order to obtain the spectral density of the output accelerations in the discreet time 
domain, a spectral density estimation is required. The Welch method has found wide 
application in engineering and experimental physics. This method finds the average spectral 
density of overlapping segments of window modified periodograms [80]: The time series is 











segment is found subsequent to a window function applied to the segments. The window 
function is required since the DFT implicitly assumes that the signal is periodic. The 
resulting outputs are then scaled and averaged to represent the power spectral density of 
the original signal. Appendix H provides a basic overview of spectral estimation. The Welch 
spectral estimation method with the 'Hamming' window function is employed in the current 
study. 
6.4 Sampling 
The Nyquist frequency is specified as half the sampling frequency, 2h, and according to 
the sampling theorem avoids aliasing up to frequencies equal to the Nyquist frequency [81]. 
Aliasing results if a large sampling period is chosen and leads to confusion between the 
low and high frequency components in the original time history. Following from the data 
presented by Houbolt [70] that shows the von Karman spectrum agrees well with recorded 
flight data at high frequencies, up to 103 Hz, A sampling period of 0.01 s is chosen which 
provides reasonable computational speed and avoids aliasing up to 50 Hz. The frequency 
weighting curves in ISO 2631-1 [10] ,reprinted in Fig. 6.4, indicate that the critical frequency 
range with respect to human discomfort extends from 0.25 Hz to 40 Hz. The guidance in 
ISO 2631-1 which gives likely reactions to overall vibration is only considered applicable 
over a frequency range of 0.5 Hz to 80 Hz. The simulation is run over an extended period 
of 30 min which is deemed adequate to obtain reliable average values at frequencies greater 
than 0.1 Hz (180 samples) and inspection of values less than 0.1 Hz and greater than 0.01 
Hz. 
6.5 Analysis of Passenger Comfort 
Table 6.1: Seat location co-ordinates from c.g. in Boeing 747-100 (See Fig. 6.3) 
Location x y z 
A 0 0 -0.7 
B 0 3 -0.7 
C 0 -3 -0.7 
D -21 0 -0.7 
E 30.5 0 -0.7 











Figure 6.3: Interior seating arrangement of Boeing 747-100 for international all economy 











Figure 6.3 shows the maximum seating displacements from the c.g. of a Boeing 747 
class aircraft, listed in table 6.1. The linear accelerations are determined by: 
a p = a cg + W x r p / cg + w x (w x r p/ cg ) + 2w x Vrel + arel (6.6) 
The aircraft fuselage is considered a rigid body and thus both Vrel and arel terms fall away. 
Furthermore, in the current simplified study, the aircraft is assumed to hold station without 
incurring any linear or angular velocity disturbances (implying ideal control as was alluded 
to before), thus equation (6.6) becomes: 
(6.7) 
Angular accelerations remain unchanged in a rigid body. 
The method to determine passenger comfort as prescribed by ISO 2631-1 [10] is used. 
ISO 2631-1 gives the frequency weightings for one third octave bands (Fig. 6.4). In order 
to weight the accelerations according to frequency, the spectral density estimations for the 
accelerations are calculated. The standard deviation for each one third octave frequency 
band is calculated and then weighted according to ISO 2631-1. These weightings vary 
according to the orientation of the accelerations and the posture of the passenger. Different 
weightings are applied to accelerations in the vertical orientation and accelerations in the 
lateral orientation. The current study only considers the seated passenger. These weighted 
accelerations are then summed according to equation (9) in ISO 2631-1. 
a" ~ [~)W; .. )2 r (6.8) 
The lower and upper frequency limits for use in ISO 2631-1 extend from 0.5 Hz to 80 Hz. As 
discussed in Section 6.4 an upper limit of 50 Hz is chosen to retain reasonable computational 
speed but still consider frequency components critical to human comfort. The upper and 
lower bounds of the one third octave bands are obtained via the centre frequencies which 
are given. The centre frequencies are known to be the geometric mean between the upper 
and lower limits, hence: 
since 
fin+! = Ii x (v2)! 
fin = fi/(V2)i 




where fi is the centre frequency, lin+! is the upper bound and lin is the lower bound. 
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Figure 6.4: Frequency weighting curves for principle weightings. In the seated posture, Wk 
is applied to vertical accelerations, Wd is applied to lateral accelerations and WI is used for 



















Figure 6.5: Orientation of acceleration components relative to subject in seated posture. 











a seated posture. For seated persons, the total weighted linear acceleration value is simply 
calculated as the rms of the weighted components. ISO 2631-1 provides for the inclusion 
of accelerations at the seat, back-rest and feet where the weighting of the back-rest and 
feet locations are reduced compared to the seat location. The linear accelerations along 
with the angular accelerations at the seat alone are applied. The rms of weighted angular 
acceleration are combined with the linear accelerations vibration value via an additional 
root sum of squares to obtain an overall vibration total value. The weightings for the 













7 Results and Discussion 
7.1 Accelerations of CG 
In Appendix E.1, Figs. E.1 to E.12 show the acceleration spectral density estimations of the 
mass centre and the aircraft angular accelerations for flight in isolation and in formation 
flight. All simulations assume longitudinal geometric separation of ten wingspans, e = 
-10, and zero geometric vertical separation, , = 0, with VE = 236 mls at 40000 feet in 
atmospheric turbulence with length scale, Lu = 762 m. Four different lateral separations 
together with three levels of atmospheric turbulence intensity, q = 0.2, 1.3 and 4.7 mis, 
representing light, moderate and severe turbulence respectively are considered. The lateral 
separations were chosen after preliminary simulation runs showed a maximum increase in 
variance, of selected acceleration components, due to formation flight, at TJ = 0.7 in moderate 
turbulence and TJ = 0.76 in light turbulence. A third and fourth lateral separation, TJ = 0.9 
and TJ = 1.2, are considered to investigate the decrease in acceleration magnitudes by shifting 
outboard of optimum lateral separation. The variance of the accelerations in formation I 
flight and in isolation are indicated by q~arm and q~8ol on the graphs. These variances are 
calculated over a frequency band of 0.1 to 50 Hz. A factor representing the ratio of the 
standard deviation of acceleration in formation to the standard deviation in isolation is 
introduced. This factor is indicated by Ki where i represents it, il, w,p, q, r respectively. The 
spectral densities for the case of TJ = 0.76 in moderate turbulence are reprinted here in Fig. 
7.1 for convenience. 
A brief scan of these results immediately indicates a marked increase in acceleration 
magnitudes for four of the components: Longitudinal, vertical, roll and yaw acceleration 
magnitudes all show an increase due to formation flight at TJ = 0.7 and 0.76 over the 
frequency band indicated, 0.01 to 50 Hz. At TJ = 0.9 and 1.2, this increase is reduced signif-
icantly. As expected, the roll acceleration magnitudes show the most significant increase. 
These results can be explained by studying the gradients of the graphs on Figs. B.1 and 
B.2 and the last two terms of equation {5.18}. For flight in isolation subjected to a varying 
lateral gust, little change in CL is expected. However, for an aircraft in formation stationed 
at TJ = 0.7 behind the lead, the significant slope, ~, on Fig. B.1c suggests considerable 
change in CL for lateral gusts. The aircraft in formation hence, experiences increased ver-
tical vibration. Figure B.1 will be often referred to when interpreting results. It is useful 
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between gust strength and changes in 11e! f can be calculated: 
Table 7.1: Useful data for lateral gust in formation. 
(~J) 
11el/ at TJ = 
v 
(m's) 0.7 0.76 0.9 1.2 
+0.2 -0.00085 0.69 0.75 0.89 1.19 
+1.3 -0.0055 0.65 0.7 0.85 1.15 
+4.7 -0.02 0.5 0.56 0.7 1.0 
From equations (5.16) 
Similarly from equation (5.17), 8~!f ~~. The gradients of tables B.l and B.2 can be 
converted to gradients with respect to (3 and a and compared with the aircraft's stability 
derivatives in isolation. 
Table 7.2: Induced force and moment gradients for small lateral gust velocities at lateral 
separations, 11 = 0.7,0.76,0.9 and 1.2, and zero vertical separation, ( = o. 
TJ 8~JJDi 8iWs 8iWL 8ti, 8~m 8iWn 
0.7 -0.996 0.436 7.196 3.228 1.784 0.237 
0.76 -1.416 0.293 10.225 5 1.141 0.551 
0.9 0.517 0.13 -3.735 -0.899 0.523 -0.187 
1.2 0.098 0.034 -0.705 -0.107 0.173 -0.031 
Isolation ~ ft !ft ~ 8ir 8£01 
- 0 -0.879 0 -0.254 0 0.195 
One should also note that the gradients 81JCDi 8iCL 8~C, and 81Cm are non-zero for 
, Q' Q' Q Q 
non-zero vertical separation, which is not considered in this study, as shown in Figs. B.2. 
The gradients in Tables 7.2 and 7.3 give a very good indication of the change in induced 
forces and moments due to small gusts in formation (less than 0.5 m/s). With increasing 
gust velocities the curves of Figs. B.l and B.2 can no longeJ;" be linearised, particularly at 











Table 7.3: Induced force and moment gradients for small vertical gust velocities at lateral 
separations, 11 = 0.7, 0.76, 0.9 and 1.2, and zero vertical separation, ( = o. 
11 a~~Di a~~S a~~L a~~, a1~m a~~n 
0.7 0 0.264 0 0 0 -0.127 
0.76 0 0.233 0 0 0 -0.112 
0.9 0 0.156 0 0 0 -0.075 
1.2 0 0.067 0 0 0 -0.032 
Isolation BfaP 8f: 8ff ~ ifon af; 
- 0.426 0 4.93 0 -1.04 0 
Closer inspection of Figs. E.1 to E.12 reveals some interesting features. The lateral 
acceleration magnitudes at the mass centre are reduced in formation flight for all lateral 
separation cases and atmospheric turbulence intensity (j = 0.2 mls and 1.3 m/s. This 
decrease is more pronounced with smaller lateral separations with the biggest drop experi-
enced at 11 = 0.7. This is not the case for severe turbulence where the lateral acceleration 
magnitudes are greater in formation flight. If one considers a lateral gust in the positive 
'y' direction, an aircraft in isolation will experience a resulting force due to the lateral ve-
locity component on the tailfin and fuselage hence, experience acceleration in the positive 
'y' direction. Now, if one considers the same effect on a trailing aircraft in a right-echelon 
formation with zero vertical separation (Fig. B.1b), the lateral gust will disturb the trailing 
vortices shifting them closer to the trailing aircraft centerline i.e. decreasing the effective 
lateral separation. Excluding the effects of vertical gusts, the trailing vortices induce a 
greater average sidewash on the tailfin in the negative 'y' direction effectively reducing or 
even reversing the local lateral velocity as shown in Fig. 7.2. This result is also supported 
by observing that a~s > o. 
One should, however, note that vertical gusts will induce lateral accelerations in for-
mation flight as shown by a~~s in Table 7.3 but not in isolation. The gradients a~s in 
Table 7.2 at 11 = 0.7 and 0.76 are steeper than ai~s in Table 7.3. Thus, at these lateral 
separations, lateral gusts will have a more prominent effect on the induced sideforce. 
The pitch acceleration magnitudes show negligible change for lateral stations, 11 = 0.9 
and 1.2 while an increase due to formation flight is shown at 11 = 0.7 and 0.76, particularly 
at low frequencies. This can be explained by studying the slope, a~m on Fig. B.1e and 
81im in Table 7.2. For the 11 values considered, the slope is largest at 11 = 0.7, resulting in 
the largest sensitivity to lateral gusts. 











11 = 0.7, 0.76 and 0.9 while at 11 = 1.2 the increase in magnitude is less pronounced. For an 
aircraft statically stable in roll, ~ < O. In formation flight: 
aCt aCt atl.Ct 
=- +--
a{3 form a{3 ism a{3 
(7.1) 
If 8W' < 0, roll stability decreases and vice versa. From Fig. B.1d and Table 7.2 it can be 
seen that at 11 = 0.7 and 0.76, roll stability is highly unstable in formation flight while at 
11 = 0.9 and 1.2, roll stability is highly stable. The vortices, hence, have a large influence 
on roll stability. The bigger magnitude of ~ form at 11 = 0.7 compared to 11 = 0.9 explains 
the difference between Figs. E.1d and E.3d. The fact that both these magnitudes are much 
bigger than the magnitude of ~ ism explains why the roll vibrations in formation are larger. 
For a given turbulence intensity at 11 = 0.9, a distinct difference between high and low 
frequency content is shown in the yaw acceleration spectral density estimation shown in 
Figs. E.3f, E.7f and E.11freprinted in Fig. 7.3 for convenience. An increase in acceleration 
magnitudes is evident over high frequencies while at low frequencies (less than 0.5 Hz) in 
light and moderate turbulence cases, the spectral density shows a decrease in acceleration 
magnitudes due to formation flight. In severe turbulence a small increase in the yaw ac-
celeration magnitudes is shown at low frequencies for all lateral separation cases between 
isolated and formation flight (Figs. E.9f, E.lOf, E.11f and E.12tj. For an aircraft statically 
stable in yaw, if; > o. Now if the aircraft flies in formation: 
aCn aCn atl.Cn 
= +--a{3 form a{3 ism a{3 (7.2) 
Hence, if 8ifn > 0, stability increases, however, if 8ifn < 0 then stability decreases. If 
yaw stability increases, the response to gusts increases and thus yaw vibration will increase. 
The opposite is true for decreasing stability. From Fig. B.lf and Table 7.3, 8ifn > 0 at 
11 = 0.7 but 8ifn < 0 at 11 = 0.9. This explains the difference between Fig. E.lf, which 
has increased stability and responsiveness, and Fig. E.3f, which has decreased stability and 
responsiveness. 
From Fig. 7.4, both the sidewash on the tailfin and drag distribution along the wing 
induce a yawing moment of similar magnitude at 11 = 0.9 and ( = o. Changes in the 
effective vertical separation induce yaw moments in formation flight but vertical gusts do 
not have any effect on the yaw moment in isolated flight. This results in an increase of the 
yaw moment acceleration magnitudes in formation flight. From Tables 7.2,7.3 and equation 
(7.2), 8J} form at 11 = 0.9 is greater than fa" form at 11 = 0.9 (fa" ism:::::: 0) suggesting that 
lateral gusts will have a more significant effect on the yaw moment than vertical gusts. 
Further investigation found that application of the lateral gust velocities alone reduced the 
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(a) Induced yaw moment for lateral separation and (b) Induced yaw moment for vertical separation 
zero vertical separation. From Section 3.6. and fJ = 0.9. 
Figure 7.4: Induced yawing moments for changes in lateral and vertical separation about 
( = 0 and TJ = 0.9 respectively. 
aforementioned explanation. Introduction of the vertical gusts resulted in a small increase 
in the magnitudes of the formation flight yaw accelerations at high frequencies but not 
to the full extent shown in Figs. E.3 and E.7 where all gust velocities and gust velocity 
gradients are applied. The introduction of the lateral gust velocity gradient with respect 
to the longitudinal direction produced a significant increase in acceleration magnitudes at 
high frequencies in formation flight. Investigation of the yaw acceleration magnitude at 
TJ = 1.2 revealed that this effect was no longer prevalent. The acceleration magnitudes in 
formation flight at this lateral station are less than those in isolation for the entire frequency 
range following the reasoning described above. No suitable explanation could be found to 
explain the increased yaw acceleration magnitudes over high frequencies at TJ = 0.9 due to 
the lateral gust velocity gradient. 
Plotting kappa values, CTCTt~rm, in Fig. 7.5 for the 6 DOF mass centre accelerations shows 
180/ 
the multiplying effects due to formation flight as a function of turbulence intensity and 
lateral separation. 
Large kappa values are found on the angular accelerations, indicating that the angular 
accelerations are much greater in formation flight than in isolated flight. The same is 
true for the linear accelerations except for lateral acceleration magnitudes, iJ, which show 
a reduction due formation flight as discussed earlier. Figure 7.5 shows that the biggest 
differences occur in light to moderate turbulence while the smallest differences occur in 
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Figure 7.5: K distribution of mass centre as a function of turbulence intensity and lateral 











cannot be ignored particularly in roll accelerations, p. 
A further interesting observation is the local minima found near 'TJ = 0.79, in light turbu-
lence, which is marginally outboard of optimum lateral separation for performance benefit, 
predicted by the approximate model, suggesting that there may be a coupled optimum 
lateral separation for performance benefit and passenger comfort. This local minimum, 
however, may be the result of the approximate method used to calculate the induced forces 
and moments which yield peaks at 'TJ = i exactly. 
7.2 Accelerations of Passenger Offset from CG 
In the preceding section, accelerations of the mass centre were considered. The accelerations 
of a passenger at a position removed from the mass centre may be significantly different as 
the angular accelerations show large increases due to formation flight. 
From Fig. 6.3, different locations are identified for investigation. The benchmark loca-
tion, 'A', is chosen directly above the mass centre where the z displacement from the mass 
centre is -0.7 m inferred from data in D6-58326 [82] and Heffley and Jewell [83]. 
The linear acceleration component spectral density estimations for each seat location 
specified in table 6.1 are shown in Figs. E.13 to E.24. Following from the rigid body as-
sumption, the angular accelerations of a location offset from the mass centre are identical 
to the mass centre angular accelerations and are therefore not shown. The passenger accel-
eration spectral density estimations are shown for a lateral relative separation of 'TJ = 0.76 
in moderate turbulence intensity, q =0.2 mls (Figs. E.13 to E.18), as well as the case 
for lateral separation of'TJ = 0.7 in moderate turbulence, q=1.3 mls (Figs. E.19 to E.24). 
These are chosen following preliminary tests identifying the worst case. A severe turbu-
lence case is not shown since the variance ratio, K, indicates that there is less difference 
found in acceleration magnitudes between formation flight and isolated flight at this level 
of turbulence. 
Figures 7.6 and 7.7, representing the accelerations at seat location 'A' and 'F', are 
displayed here for convenience. Comparing Figs. 7.1 and 7.6, it is seen that the longitudinal 
and vertical acceleration magnitudes for position 'A' are similar to those at the mass centre. 
In contrast, the lateral acceleration magnitudes show a distinct increase in formation flight 
for a location raised in the negative z direction from the mass centre. This is due to the 
large roll accelerations coupled with the vertical displacement. 
Figure 7.8 shows that there is very little difference in longitudinal and vertical accel-
eration magnitudes between seat locations 'A', 'B' and 'C' in isolated flight. In formation 
flight, results of seating locations A, Band C in Figs. 7.9, E.13, E.15, E.16, E.19, E.21 
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locatiOil 'E' comparoo with location 'D" paniculwly in th~ hlf'ral and "ertica l orientat iom 
(Fig,_ 7_12, F.,17, F.,18, F.,23 and K24)_ This is l,he oppwit.e effect to that elCperienced 
in isolation. The linear IICceleration mftgnitud.,,; at lorntiOCl 'D ' , aft of th~ fU-:l<'lag~ . "how 
WI')' li ttl~ dill~rence compa.red with location 'A '. A small increa,., in the lat.eraJ accelerat.ion 
magnitude; ls, however, evident. 
T-<:>eation 'F ', with displacement.: J' = 21, 11 = - 1.7 ftnd z = - 3.4 m from the m",,"" 
C<'ntre, wa, selected for inv.,,;tigation a" a won,-t c""e oeating location . Results do show 
l"-"ll:e incr~a.,es 01 the acceleration magni tudes in formation flight compared to flight in 
i"'llation at the srune locat ion (Fig". 7_12.7_11, K 14 and K2I)) JIow{'rer inspect.ion 01 
the r.,,;ult" lor flight in i"""ation at location 'F' show markoo roouctiolL'l in the acceleration 
magnitudes comparro with location 'A' (Fig". E1:J, R H, F.,19 and R2I)) . Comparison of 
the acC<'leratiOil magnilUd ... at location 'F' "ith thooe at. loca tions 'C' and 'K in [ormat.ion 
flight are in [act similar in t.erms of magnitude ftnd frequency distribution. Location 'C'. 
however, shows a smftller incrrow in the lateral acceleration magnitude:; and a larger increas<> 
in th~ longitudinal ~c~ ... leration magnitude;. 
The r<'Sults di>ICm:;ec\ "ugg ... t that the W(lfSt. a.lTect"d "",at. lvca.tioru; within an aircraft 
flying in a right echelOil ['ormat.ion arc found toward the front of th~ aircraft and to port 
(inboard slde do,er t o lead aircraft )_ 
Til<- somewhat. surprising result t hat f""''fIrd fu.:lelage "'"'ting location" will be l e,~ com-
fortahle in formation flight. than in isolat.ed flight may conveniently be explained by referenc~ 
to l,he gradient" of t he v~riotl, gTaphoi on Fig . B.1. For lateral ooparfttion of ~ = 0.7 and a 
smail po,i tive lateral gust'" "hown in Fig. 7. 13. .:"l.Cm < 0 resul ting in a nose down IICcd-











eration about the mass centre (Fig. B.1e), fl.CL < 0 resulting in a downward acceleration 
of the mass centre (Fig. B.1c) and fl.q < 0 resulting in an anticlockwise acceleration about 
the mass centre (Fig. B.1d). From these results, seat location 'E' would be worse than 'D' 
and seat location 'e' would be worse than 'B'. 
For a small negative lateral gust at 11 = 0.7 as shown in Fig. 7.14. fl.Cm > 0 resulting in 
Figure 7.14: Rear view of trailing aircraft with position of disturbed vortex in negative 
lateral gust. 
a nose up acceleration about the mass centre (Fig. B.1e), fl.CL > 0 resulting in an upward 
acceleration of the mass centre (Fig. B.1c) and fl.q > 0 resulting in a clockwise acceleration 
about the mass centre (Fig. B.1d). From these results, once again seat location 'E' would 
be worse than 'D' and seat location 'e' would be worse than 'B'. 
The K values for the seating locations 'A' to 'F' are given in Figs. F.2 to F.7 (K values 
for seat locations 'A' and 'F' are reprinted in Figs. 7.15 and 7.16 for convenience). These 
values provide a condensed summary of the spectra by dropping the frequency content and 
comparing the variance relationships between isolated and formation flight. 
The passenger linear and angular acceleration spectra are transformed into overall vi-
bration values as per the method prescribed by ISO 2631-1 [10]. These overall vibration 
values, aVi , where i represents 'A' to 'F', are displayed for 11 = 0.6 to 1.2 in Figs. 7.17 
to 7.22. In each figure, the straight dashed lines indicate the comfort level of a passenger 
at the same seat location in an aircraft flying in isolation through identical atmospheric 
turbulence. The regions between the straight light gray lines indicate the expected comfort 
levels for a given overall vibration value adapted from ISO 2631-1 [10] suggesting likely 
reactions in public transport. Inspection of the overall vibration values for cases in isolation 
indicates reasonable comfort levels, even in severe atmospheric turbulence. This, however, 
may be due to the method applied which does not consider low frequency vibration (less 
than 0.5 Hz) which peak values exhibit as shown in all spectra less than 0.5 Hz. 
It is immediately apparent that there are vastly different characteristics at different seat 
locations. For cases in isolated flight, locations 'A', 'B' and 'e' all show similar vibration 
values suggesting that atmospheric turbulence does not induce significant-roll accelerations. 
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'E' and 'F' show the minimum vibration values indicating that pitch and yaw accelera-
tions are the dominant angular components acting on an isolated aircraft in atmospheric 
turbulence. 
In formation flight, the vibration values calculated for seat locations 'A' to 'F' in light 
atmospheric turbulence, (7 = 0.2 mis, show two distinct peaks at 'fJ ~0.75 and 'fJ ~0.82. 
These lateral separations represent the trailing aircraft marginally inboard and outboard 
of optimum lateral separation for performance benefit as predicted by the horseshoe vortex 
model. The trough between these two peaks, as eluded to earlier, is a very interesting 
result and warrants further investigation. However, this could simply be an artefact of the 
simplified model predicting peaks at a lateral separation of exactly 'fJ = ~. Seat locations 
'A', 'B' and 'D' show very little difference to the equivalent isolated cases for all three 
atmospheric turbulence intensities considered, aside from location 'D' in severe atmospheric 
turbulence which shows a significant increase in the vibration value with decreasing lateral 
separation. Following from the discussion of the spectra results, locations 'C', 'E' and 
'F' show very large vibration values compared with the isolated cases. These locations 
are all forward and inboard (closer to the lead aircraft) within the fuselage. In moderate 
atmospheric turbulence, the vibration values of these locations show a steep increase for 
'fJ < 0.82 toward 'fJ ~ 0.7 where the vibration values drop off slightly toward 'fJ = 0.6 while 
a gentle decrease is observed with increasing lateral separations for 'fJ > 0.85. This is a 
consistent trend at locations 'C', 'E' and 'F' in moderate atmospheric turbulence. The 
vibration values for both light and moderate atmospheric turbulence conditions suggest 
that the favoured lateral separation for passenger comfort is found greater than 0.1 spans 
outboard of optimum lateral separation for performance benefit. In severe turbulence at all 
seat locations, there is a consistent increase in the vibration values for decreasing lateral 
separation. 
Results of the vibration values at seat location 'F' predicted with an atmospheric tur-
bulence of a shorter length scale (152 m) are compared with vibration values using a 762 m 
length scale, as applied to all previous simulations shown in Figs. 7.23 and 7.24. 
It is immediately evident that turbulence with shorter wavelengths of greater ampli-
tude increases the predicted discomfort. With the uncertainty related to the wavelengths 
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The passenger comfort levels on board a trailing aircraft in a two ship formation, were 
predicted using a basic rms method prescribed by ISO 2631-1 [lOJ, which provides guidance 
as to the likely reactions in public transport. Comparison with comfort levels in isolated 
flight were made, using the same simplifying assumptions and method of prediction. The 
accelerations due to formation flight were generated via a rudimentary aerodynamic model 
and both aircraft were considered to maintain station without any state perturbations. 
Aeroelastic effects were not included. This allowed investigation of the accelerations without 
the need for a complex control algorithm. Within the assumptions of the current study, the 
following conclusions were drawn. 
A significant increase in discomfort due to formation flight was predicted. The results 
were highly dependent on lateral separation, variations in turbulence intensity and passenger 
seat displacement from the aircraft mass centre. 
Increasing levels of turbulence generally resulted in less difference in comfort levels be-
tween isolated and formation flight. In moderate turbulence, results suggest that greater 
lateral separations offer increasing levels of comfort. In all cases of moderate turbulence, 
the peak in discomfort was found between 0.7 and 0.8 spans (around the predicted opti-
mum lateral separation for performance benefit equal to 0.785 spans). At one wingspan 
separation (wing-tip to wing-tip), the results predict that in most cases, there is little in-
crease in discomfort. The same can be said for light turbulence, however, simulations with 
light turbulence revealed a narrow trough in the comfort-separation curve about 0.01 spans 
outboard of optimum separation with a second smaller peak outboard of this lateral sepa-
ration. The application of severe turbulence generated a monotonic increase in discomfort 
for decreasing lateral separation. 
Formation flight results showed significant differences in passenger comfort for different 
seat locations (different displacements from mass centre). Seat locations on the inboard side 
(closer to the lead aircraft) of the fuselage produced significantly higher vibration values than 
seat locations on the outboard side of the fuselage and vibration values at seat locations 
in the front of the fuselage were considerably higher than the rear of the fuselage. In 
general, moving from rear, outboard seat locations toward the lead aircraft (front, inboard) 
within the fuselage yielded increasing overall vibration compared with isolated flight. The 
unexpected result obtained here, of less relative comfort for forward seating, is explained 











atmospheric turbulence, on the trailing aircraft. 
Large increases in roll and yaw acceleration magnitudes due to formation flight were 
identified. Coupling between these two angular components as well as the linear components 
may cause increased discomfort. 













In order to simulate more realistic aircraft motion, a practical formation flight control algo-
rithm should be implemented which would allow the simulation of non-zero perturbed state 
variables. A preliminary investigation could implement only the roll and yaw parameters 
which would offer better understanding of the effects of seat displacement from the mass 
centre. Aeroelastic effects, especially with respect to the main wing, would also increase 
the fidelity of the model. 
There is scope for considerable improvem~nt of the aerodynamic model: 
• Realistic linear lift distributions which are analytically integrable should be modelled, 
i.e. triangular lift distribution. 
• The sidewash on the fuselage will generate a significant contribution to the induced 
yaw moment and should be included. 
• Including the effect of wing sweep will improve the fidelity of the induced pitching 
moment due to the changing centre of pressure. 
• The induced flow over the tail lifting surface may be largely disturbed by the wing 
and fuselage and further investigation is required to ascertain the degree of influence. 
• The effects of compressibility on the vortex flow and increased local velocities due to 
the trailing vortex need to be investigated. 
One should consider approximating the non-uniform vortex induced flow impinging on 
the trailing aircraft with effective uniform wind and wind gradients as proposed by Dogan 
et al. [60]. This method allows the linear approximations to be applied directly to the 
standard equations of motion. 
FUrther investigation of the turbulence structure within the vortex wake should be highly 
sought, particularly with regard to the expected wavelengths and amplitudes. The existence 
of short wavelength instabilities (aircraft generated), as noted in literature [16], would result 
in higher frequency vibration which may significantly increase the discomfort experienced 
by a passenger. 
The vortex model used in the current study is a basic model and assumes no diffusion. 
Although some literature suggests that very little diffusion occurs [12, 16, 32], this may 












as proposed by Jacquin and Fabre [42] or the combined Lamb-Oseen/potential flow proffie 
by van Jaarsveld et al. [40J should be considered. The Lamb-Oseen/potential flow model 
allows for diffusion up to an outer core radius. 
The approximation that the trailing vortices shift in an ideal manner due to the gust ve-
locities requires validation. Particular emphasis should be placed on whether these vortices 
exhibit shorter wavelengths than those of atmospheric turbulence, especially with waveforms 
of 0.5 to 80 Hz. 
It is the opinion of the author that the comfort levels, predicted using ISO 2631-1 [10], 
were under predicted, for example, psychological effects may play a dominant role in the 
perception of comfort in air travel. An alternative evaluation specific to air transport may 
offer comfort predictions which are more likely. 
It would be valuable to examine the validity of the current approximate approach by 
means of flight tests. One conceivable test could entail measuring onboard vibrations on 
three aircraft; two of which fly in formation and the third some distance away to represent 
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Appendix A: Derivations of the Influence 
Factors 
A.I Derivation of (jjk fullH 
A.I.! Derivation of lTboundkH 
From equation (3.2), the downwash due to the lead aircraft's bound vortex at a point on the trailing 
aircraft's bound vortex using the Helmholtz potential flow velocity profile is (see Fig. A.la): 
/ 
+ + 
(a) Angles and perpendicular length from bound (b) Angles and perpendicular length from near 
vortex trailing vortex 
Figure A.I: Graphic illustrating angles and perpendicular lengths to vortex filaments 





COSOl = - 2, COS02 = J ~X2 + (y + ~y + ~)2 + ~Z2 J ~X2 + (y + ~y - ~)2 + ~Z2 
-~x 
and COS'Y = i.e. determines the vertical component (Fig. A.2). 











Subscript boundkH indicates the influence due to the bound portion of the vortex, bound, on the 
trailing aircraft, k, using the Helmholtz profile, H. Figure A.2 illustrates the effect of a vertical 
separation. Introducing the (7 influence factor: 
Figure A.2: Depiction of vertical component of velocity due to vortex with ~z separation 
1~ 1 ( y+~y+ ~ y+~y- ~ ) (7bound kH = _ ~ ...; ~x2 + ~z2 J ~x2 + (y + ~y + ~)2 + ~z2 - J ~x2 + (y + ~y _ ~)2 + ~z2 .... 
("';~~~:~z2) dy 
The terms are seperated and in the first term y + ~y + ~ = p and dp = dy. In the second term, 
y + ~y - ~ = r and dr = dy 











We therefore obtain: 
Setting ~x = ~b, ~y = 71b, ~z = (b and bv = ib, the following is obtained: 
Notice that the b's cancel and we're left with: 
A.1.2 Derivation of O'nearkH 
The downwash at a point on the trailing aircraft's bound vortex due to the near trailing vortex is 
(see Fig. A.lb): 
as 
(~:) W'~.'H ~ - V(y + /;.. ~ 't)' + /;.z' (1- V /;.x' + (Y+:: _ 't)' Hz' ) ... (A.3) 
C (. : ::"." ;): + /;.z' ) (A 4) 
h = V(y + ~y - b;)2 +~z2 
~x 
COSOI = , ooS02 = 1 J ~x2 + (y + ~y - ~)2 + ~z2 
y+~y_ t.. 
and cos')' = 2 J (y + ~y - ~ )2 + ~z2 
Introducing O'near kH: 
1~ y + ~y - ~ ( ~x ) O'nearkH = - b 2 2 1 - dy - ~ (y + ~y - T) + ~z J ~X2 + (y + ~y - ~)2 + ~z2 











The first term is integrated after setting p2 + tlz2 = m where dm = 2pdp. This results in J ~ '!:' 
with limtis from (tly - b,,)2 + tlz2 to tly2 + tlz2. In the second term, set tlx2 + r + tlz2 = n, then 
dn = 2pdp: 
1 I tly2 + tlz2 I tlx lA..,2+Ay2+Az2 dn 
unearkH = - -In (tl )2 tl 2 + - ( tl 2)yIn 2 y - b" + z 2 A..,2+(Ay-b,,)2+Az2 n - x n 
Now set r = yin and dr = t;;n: 
1 I tly2 + tlz2 I tlx jJ A..,2+Ay2+Az2 dr 
unearkH =--In (A )2 A 2 +- (2 tl 2) 2 ~y - b" + ~z 2 JAz 2+(Ay-b,,)2+Az2 r - x 
Using the table of integrals from [841, the second term is now easily integrated to yield: 
1 I tly2 + tlz2 I 1 I V tlx2 + tly2 + tlz2 - tlx I 
une.arkH = --In (tl )2 tl 2 + -In ... 
. 2 y - b., + z 2 V tlx2 + tly2 + tlz2 + tlx 
_ ~ In I V tlx2 + (tly - b,,)2 + tlz2 - tlx I 
2 V tlx2 + (tly - b,,)2 + tlz2 + tlx 
Setting tlx = {b, tly = l1b, tlz = (b and b" = ~b, the dimensionless form is obtained: 
1 I 112+(21 1 IV{2+ 112+(2_{11 IV{2+(11-~)2+(2-{1 
UnearkH=-2In (11_~)2+(2 +2 1n V{2+ 112+(2+{ -2
1n V{2+(11-~)2+(2+{ 
(A.5) 
A.1.3 Derivation of cr far kH 
The downwash at a point on the trailing aircraft's bound vortex due to the far trailing vortex follows 




h = J (y + tly + ~)2 + tlz2 
tlx 
cos 151 = -1 cos 152 = ---;.========== V tlx2 + (y + tly + .!!t)2 + tlz2 
y +tly + ~ 
and cos')' = 2 











Setting y + Ay + ~ = p, we get: 
The derivation follows that of (1nearkH where r = J Ax2 + p2 + Az2: 
The dimensionless form is thus: 
The influence factor representing the effect of the full lead aircraft wing horseshoe vortex is the 
sum of the influence factors (A.3), (A.5) and (A.8): 
(A.9) 
(1jk fullH represents the effects due to the full lead horseshoe vortex as a function of the separation 
alone. The following section reveals how this equation can be simplified while maintaining a very 
close approximation. 
A.1.4 Simplification 
A.2 Derivation of O"jkapproxH 
In an effort to simplify the equations, the influence of the lead aircraft bound vortex is removed and 
only the influence of the trailing vortices are considered. In equations (A.2) to (A.7), let Ax ~ 00 





411") 2(y+Ay-~) 2(y+Ay+~) 












Set y + tl.y - ~ = p and y + tl.y + ~ = r, separate terms and take out constants: 
l Ay P l
AY+bv r 
UjkapproxH = - 2 p2 tl. 2 dp + 2 2 tl. 2 dr 
Ay-bv + Z Ay r + Z 
Set p2 + tl.z2 = m where dm = 2dp and r2 + tl.z2 = n where dn = 2dr: 
I tl.y2 + tl.z
2 I I (tl.y + b,,}2 + tl.Z2 1 
UjkapproxH = -In (tl.y _ b,,}2 + tl.z2 + In tl.y2 + tl.z2 
U' = In I (tl.y - b,,}2 + tl.z2) (tl.y + b,,}2 + tl.z2) I 
JkapprOXH (tl.y2 + tl.z2}2 
Convert to dimensionless units: 
(A.13) 
which is far simpler than equation (A.9). Comparison of equations (A.9) and (A.13) reveals that 
the difference between them is negligible for ~ greater than 1 (see Fig. A.3). The current study is 
interested in longitudinal separation of 10 to 40 spans. Therefore Ujk/ullH can be approximated by 
UjkapprOXH' 
A.3 Derivation of UjkapproxB 
Introducing a viscous core, r e , into equation (A.12) using the Burnham Hallock profile yields: 
(A.14) 
where subscript jkapproxB indicates the influence of the lead aircraft horseshoe vortex, j, on the 
trailing aircraft wing, k, using the effect of the trailing vortices only, i.e. approximate method, 
approx, and the Burnham Hallock profile, B. 
!~ y+tl.y- ~ !~ y+tl.y+ ~ U 'k - -2 2 dy + 2 2 dy J apprOXB - _~ (y + tl.y _ ~}2 + tl.z2 + r~ _~ (y + tl.y + ~}2 + tl.z2 + r~ 
The method of integration is identical to that of UjkapproxH where the extra term r~ is consumed 















-150~--:-0.':-2----:'0.-:-4 --::"0.6--0=-'".a::----7-"--:-1:':.2:-----:1.L.4----:-1':-.6---:'1.':-a ----:'.2 
Figure A.3: Comparison of the 'full' and 'approximate' methods to solve Ujk where e = -1 
and (= 0 
The dimensionless unit of r c is given as It = T' the equation therefore becomes: 
The current study applies the approximate method and Burnham Hallock profile to all influence 
factors, hence, aside from the derivation shown above, subscript jk infers the use of the approximate 
method and Burnham Hallock profile. 
A.4 Derivation of O"jkwh 
The downwash on the wing is given in equation (A.14). 
2 (Y + ~Y - If) + 2 (Y + ~Y + If ) 
(y + ~y - ~}2 + ~Z2 + r~ (y + ~y + ~}2 + ~z2 + r~ 
The integration however, extends along a portion of the wing of which the span is equal to the span 











Using the substitutions, (y + 6.y - ~ )2 + 6.z2 + r~ = m and (y + 6.y + ~ )2 + 6.z2 + r~ = n, we get: 
Resolving and converting to dimensionless units: 
((2 + (71 - ~ - ~71h)2 + #L2) ((2 + (71 + ~ + ~71h)2 + #L2) 
Ujkwh = In ((2 + (71 _ ~ + *71h)2 + #L2) ((2 + (71 + * -*71h) 2 + #L2) 
A.5 Derivation of Tjk 
(A.15) 
The distribution of downwash along the wing is obtained by multiplying the downwash by the 
moment arm from the c.g.: 
(
41T)W'kY__ 2y(y+6.y-~) + 2y(y+6.y+~) 
rj 3 - (y + 6.y - ~)2 + 6.z2 + r~ (y + 6.y + ~)2 + 6.z2 + r~ 
Introducing Tjk: 
2 f~ y(y+6.y-~) d 2 f~ y(y+6.y+~) d 
Tjk=-bL~ (y+6.y_~)2+6.z2+r~ Y+bL~ (y+6.y+~)2+6.z2+r~ y 
Set y + 6.y - ~ = p and y + 6.y + ~ = r: 
21ay (p - 6.y + be) p 21aY+b., (r - 6.y - be) r 
Tjk = - - 2 dp + _ 2 dr 






p (6.y - ~ ) 
Tjk - - -b ...2 A 2 2 dp + -b ...2 A 2 2 dp ... 
ay-bv l' + ~z + rc ay-bv l' + ~z + rc 
21aY+bv r2 21aY+bv r (6.y + ~ ) +- dr-- dr 
b ay r2 + 6.z2 + r~ b ay r2 + 6.z2 + r~ 
Focusing on the first term alone, the integrand can be rewritten as follows: 
~ p2 + 6.z2 + r~ 6.z2 + r~ 
p2+6.~+~ p2+6.~+~ p2+6.~+~ 
6.z2 + r2 
=1- c 
p2 + 6.z2 + r~ 






2 + r~ 21ay p (6.y - ~) T'k - - - dp + - dp + - dp 
3 - b ay-bv b ay-bv p2 + 6.z2 + r~ b ay-bv p2 + 6.z2 + r~ ... 












Resolving the first and fourth terms along with the the second and fifth terms using the table of 
integrals from [84]: 
2 2 Llz2 + r~ ( 1 ( LlY) 1 ( Lly - b" ) ) Tjk = - - (Lly - Lly + b,,) + tan- - tan- ... 
b b v'Llz2 + r~ v'Llz2 + r~ v'Llz2 + r~ 
21AY p (Lly - ~) 
+ -b p2 Ll 2 2 dp ... 
Ay-bv + z + rc 
2(A b A) 2 Llz2+r~ ( -1 ( LlY+b,,) -1 ( Lly )) + - uy + - uy - - tan - tan 
b " b v'Llz2 + r~ v'Llz2 + r~ v'Llz2 + r~ ... 
21AY+bv r (Lly + "!t) - - dr 




" +~v'Llz2+r~ (tan-1 ( Lly ) -tan-1 ( Lly-b" )) ... 
b b v'Llz2 + r~ v'Llz2 + r~ 
21AY p (Lly - ~) 
+-b p2 Ll 2 2 dp ... 
Ay-bv + z +rc 
+2b"_~v'Llz2+r~(tan-1( Lly+b" )_tan-1 ( Lly )) ... 
b b v'Llz2 + r~ v'Llz2 + r~ 
21AY+bv r (Lly + ~) - - dr 
b Ay r2 + Llz2 + r~ 
Simplifying further: 
Tjk = - ~bv' Llz2 + r~ (tan-1 ( Lly - btl ) + tan-1 ( Lly + b" ) _ 2tan-1 ( Lly )) ... 
v'Llz2 + r~ v' Az2 + r~ v'Llz2 + r~ 
21AY p (Lly - "!t) 21AY+bv r (Lly + "!t) 
+ b A b p2 + Llz2 + r2 dp - b A r2 + Llz2 + r2 dr Y- v c Y. c 
Tjk = - ~v Llz2 + r~ (tan-1 ( v';z~ :"r~) +tan-1 (v';z~ :"r;) - 2tan-1 ( v'Ll~2Y + r;) ) ... 
+!(Ll _b")lnl Lly2+Llz2+r~ I-!(Ll +b")lnl(LlY+bv)2+Llz2+r~1 
b y 2 (Lly - b,,)2 + Llz2 + r~ b y 2 Lly2 + Llz2 + r~ 
Simplify and convert to dimensionless units: 
Tjk = - 2v'(2 + f.t2 (tan-
1 
( v'~; +~f.t2) + tan-1 ( v'~: +~f.t2) - 2tan-1 ( v'(2fJ+ f.t2) ) ... 
_ fJln 1 (fJ- 1)2 + (2 + f.t2) (fJ + 1)2 + (2 + f.t2) 1_ ~ In 1 (fJ + i)2 + (2 + f.t21 











A.6 Derivation of UjkJ 
The sidewash at the tailfin due to the near and far trailing vortices is: 
Let 6.x -+ 00 and the sum of (*) Vnear k f + (*) VJ ar k f becomes: 
(
411') 2(6.z + z" + z) 2(6.z + z" + z) 
rj Vjkf = (6.y - Pr)2 + (6.z + z" + z)2 + r~ - (6.y + Pr)2 + (6.z + z., + z)2 + r~ 
Where z., is the vertical distance from the plane of the wing to the bottom of the tailfin. Introducing 
10 2(6.z + Z,,+ z) 2(6.z + z., + z) d Ujkf = _~ (6.Y_!f)2+(6.z+z,,+z)2+r~ - (6.Y+Pr)2+(6.z+z.,+z)2+r~ z 
Set (6.y - ~)2 + (6.z + ZJ + Z)2 + r; = p, set (6.y + Pr)2 + (6.z + ZJ + z)2 + r; = r and separate 
terms: 
Hence the equation becomes: 
Converting to dimensionless units: 












A.6.1 Derivation of Tjkl 
The distribution of sidewash along the tailfin is obtained by multiplying the sidewash by the moment 
ann from the c.g.: 
(
411") 2(z" + z)(Az + z., + z) 2(z., + z)(Az + z" + z) 
rj Vjkl(Z" + z) = (Ay _ ~)2 + (Az + z" + z)2 + T~ - -(A-y-+---;'~"':")-2-+":"(':""A-z-+-z.,~+-z-):""2-+-T-~ 
Set Az + z" + z = p: 
1 {t:..z+zv 2(P - Az)p 2(P - Az )p 
Tjkl = b It:..z+zv-f (Ay _ ~)2 + p2 + T~ - (Ay + ~)2 + p2 + T~ dp 
Rearranging the equation: 
21t:..z+zv 21t:..z+zv Az2 + z~ 21t:..z+zv p(Az) 
Tjkl =-b b dp - b b (A !b..)2 + ...2 + 2 - b bJv (A ~)2 + ...2 + 2··· t:..z+zv-f t:..z+zv-f u-y - 2 p- Tc t:..z+zv-..... u-y - 2 JT Tc 
21t:..z+zv 21t:..z+zv Az2 + z~ 21t:..z+zv p(Az) 
- -b b dp + -b b ( A b)2...2 2 + -b b ( A b)2...2 2 t:..z+zv-f t:..z+zv-f u-y + "f + JT + Tc t:..z+zv-f u-y + T + JT + Tc 
Resolving the integrals: 











Appendix B: Force and Moment 
Derivations 
B.l Induced Lift 
The resulting local reduction in the coefficient of lift is: 
OCL,k = -Cia (~) 
Subscript k refers to the trailing aircraft. Converting to dimensional lift: 
OLk = -ijCcla ( ;~) dy 
Integration along the bound vortex yields an approximation of the total change in lift. 
ilLk = -ijc rb~/2 Cla·( ~) dy 
Lb~/2 E 
Converting back to coefficient il(h,k = ~~l: 
ilCL,k = -! rb~/2 Cia (~) dy 
b Lb~/2 VE 
(B.1) 
From basic aerodynamic relationships, the circulation of the lead horseshoe vortex can be converted 
to a function of the lead aircraft coefficient of lift C L,j . 
r· =-.!:.L. = 2VEb (h 0 (B.2) 
3 pVEbt; 1I"AR ,3 
With the dimensionless influence factor (Jjk given from equation (3.5), (B.1) becomes: 
ilC _ -clarj(Jjk 
L,k - b411"VE 
Substituting equation (B.2) into equation (B.3), we have: 
From thin airfoil theory, Cia = 211". 
B.2 Induced Drag 




From the Kutta-Joukowski theorem, the downwash will induce a change in drag at any spanwise 












oC . _ 2w(y)rkdy 
D.,k - V 2S 
Integrating along the bound vortex filament gives: 
2r l bv / 2 ACDi,k = V2~ w(y) dy 
-bv /2 
and using equations (B.2) and (3.4) yields: 
ACDi,k = 4CL,k l bv / 2 (~) dy 
1fb -bv /2 VE 
2CL,jCL,k 
1f3 AR Ujk (B.6) 
Both ACL,k and ACDi,k are hence directly proportional to Ujk. 
B.3 Induced Sideforce 
The lead trailing vortex generates a local sidewash on the trailing aircraft tailfin and therefore a 
local sideslip angle f3 = V. The sideforce coefficient created by the tailfin due to this local sideslip 
is: 
Converting to dimensional sideforce: 
V 
oYk, = qCfC/,. -V dz , E 
Assuming the tailfin to be a semi-wing as shown in Fig. 3.9, integration along the upper half of the 
tailfin bound vortex gives: 
AYk, = qCf [:.p C/a, ( ;E) dz 
Conversion to dimensionless coefficient Cyk, = Yk£, yields 
qC'T 
ACyk, = ~ [:," C/a, (;E) dz (B.7) 
where bf is twice the tailfin span, symmetric about an axis at the bottom of the tailfin and .ACyk, 
is referred to the tailfin area Cf~. Introducing a dimensionless influence factor Ujkj defined as 
, 41f 10 
Ujk, == -r v(z) dz (B.8) 
j -~ 











A dimensionless term, (I = ¥, is introduced from which blv = ~(Ib. rj is converted to CL; using 
equation (B.2). Apply the result of airfoil theory, CiQJ = 21T, to the tailfin, the solution for the 
change in sideforce coefficient is therefore: 
2CL' 
tl.C1I k, = 1TAR(IO'jk, 
Referring tl.C1I k, to the wing area S, the coefficient for the total sideforce is found: 
where SI = C/T 
B.4 Induced Rolling Moment 
The rolling moment due to a wing section is: 
(B.9) 
(B.10) 
Here, L represents rolling moment and L represents lift. Integration along the trailing wing bound 
vortex yields: 
- 1~ W tl.Lk = qc Cia -v: y dy 
-~ E 
Conversion to dimensionless coefficient OCI k = ~ yields: 
The moment influence factor Tjk is introduced: 
41T {~ 
Tjk == rjb L~ WjkY dy 
From equations (B.2) and (B.12), equation (B.11) becomes: 
AC ClaCL,j 
~ Ik = 21T2AR Tjk 
Applying the result of thin airfoil theory, Cia = 21T: 






The rolling moment due to the sidewash along the tailfin is found to be negligible compared with 












Integration along the upper half of the tailfin bound vortex produces: 
fl.Lk, = -ijCJCI a, fOb v:V z dz L f E 
Conversion to dimensionless coefficient fl.C,k, = _ l!.(:tr yields: 
qc, ::.; 
4c,a, 1° v fl.C,k, = --b2 b -v: zdz 
J -f E 
(B.15) 
Equation (B.15) can be reduced using the same approach as that followed in the derivation of the 
sideforce where bJ which is twice the span of the tailfin is equal to (Jb. Another influence factor is 
introduced, however, which accounts for the integration of Vjk,(Z)Z along the tailfin bound vortex 
semi-span: 
(B.16) 
Equation (B.15) becomes: 
(B.17) 
Referring equation (B.17) to wing area and wing span, requires multiplying by ~ and (%~+bf). 
Zv + ~ is the distance from the wing longitudinal axis to the tailfin centre of pressure. 
fl.C , __ SJ(zv+~) 4CL ,j . 
lk, - S b 7rAR(,7]k, (B.1S) 
B.5 Induced Pitching Moment 
The angle of attack on the tailplane is: 
aT =0 + aa. - c + rrr 
and 0 + aa. - c = (0 + aa.) (1- :) 
For steady flight in isolation, 0 = CLa"Y' where a is the wing lift coefficient slope. The effect due 
to the lead trailing vortices, aai = - ~, where uI represents the downwash along a portion of the 
wing span equal to the span of the tailplane bound vortex. The tailplane angle of attack is thus 
approximated as: 
(
CLk... uI) ( de) aT = -a- - V 1 - do: + rrr (B.19) 













Where !:l.CLWh = -al ~. al is the tailplane lift coefficient slope. The derivation of !:l.CLwh follows: 
Introducing the influence factor Ujkwh 
bh 
411'/"" Ujkwh =-r -b w dy 
j ~ 
and following the same approach used to obtain equation (BA), equation (B.21) becomes 
where l1h = 'to Ujkwh is given as (see Appendix A.4 and Fig. 3.15): 
Ujkwh = In 
(2 + (11- ~ - ~l1h)2 + 1'2) (2 + (11 + ~ + ~l1h)2 + 1'2) 
(~? + (11- ~ + ~l1h)2 + 1'2) (2 + (11 + ~ - ~l1h)2 + 1'2) 
B.6 Induced Yawing Moment 
The yawing moment due to the local drag at a spanwise position, y, is given by: 
d OC _ pw(y)rkYdy 
an nkw - ijSb 




Using 'Tjk as defined by equation (B.12) and converting rk to CL,k using equation (B.2), the above 
equation is reduced to: 
4CL ,k rj 
!:l.Cnkw = 1I'V
E
b2 411' 'Tjk 
Converting rj to CL;, again using equation (B.2), we arrive at the equation to describe the change 












The yaw moment coefficient due to the tailfin is simply taking the sideforce on the tailfin and 
multiplying by the moment arm. Recalling equation (B.9), 
2CL . 
!:!..Cyk, = 7rAR(IO'ik, 
and introducing the tailfin volume ratio, VI = s!J~': 
, - 2CL ,j 
!:!..Cnk/ = -Vf 7rAR(f O'ik/ (B.25) 
The total yaw moment coefficient is hence after summing equations (B.24) and (B.25): 
2CL,iCL,k - 2CL,i 
!:!..Cn,k = 7r3AR Tikab - Vf 7rAR(1 O'ik, (B.26) 
B.7 Graphical Comparison of Forces and Moments Calcula-
tion Methods 
Experimental data of formation flight for performance benefits is limited. NASA has conducted the 
most extensive research during its Autonomous Formation Flight Program where two F-18 aircraft 
were employed [49, 48]. A number of wind tunnel experiments have been conducted, however, these 
are predominantly focused on aerial refueling where the separations are commensurate with the 
application [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 85]. The wind tunnel tests which have explored formation flight have 
generally used F-18 models or tailless delta wing models, both of which are not representative of a 
typical large airliner configuration [1, 3]. The rolling moment coefficient and lift coefficient increments 
have, however, been used for comparison since it is believed that these measured coefficients still 
provide adequate representation of the expected trend. The forces and moments dependent on the 
tailfin and tailplane are not considered from the wind tunnel tests of Myatt and Blake [1] and Blake 
and Gingras [3]. The tailless delta wing model is certainly not adequate while the slanted twin 
tail fin of the F-18 is also considered inadequate. Furthermore, the tailplane or stabilators of the 
F-18 rotate independently for additional roll control and the flight test data is therefore considered 
inadequate. The F-18 pitching moment data by Myatt and Blake is too sparse to indicate any trend. 
Iverson [86] conducted wind tunnel tests of two Hercules transport aircraft but did not provide any 
usable data for the required range of relative separation. 
Figure B.1 compares the approximate method to calculate induced forces and moments with 
numerical integration over an elliptical wing for (= O. The approximate method assumes a rectan-
gular planform with span, tb, and chord, c, with constant Cia = 27r. An elliptical wing of equivalent 
circulation has maximum chord, c, at wing centerline, span b, and constant Cia' Figure B.2 shows 
contour plots of the changes in induced forces and moments with respect to lateral and vertical 
separation using the approximate method while B.3 compares the induced lift and roll coefficients of 
the approximate method and numerical integration over an elliptical wing for ( = 0 with flight test 
data, experimental data and data from vortex lattice methods from other sources. Tables B.1 and 
B.2 show the gradients of the induced forces and moments for small changes in vertical separation 
at specific lateral and vertical separations using the approximate method. Where necessary data 
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Figure B.1: Comparison of the "ppr""irno.t~ met,)",,] 1.0 ~-8.lr:lll,,1.e ioouced force.<; and mo-
mCll '-' ,,';l.h ll11m etical integration over an elliptic"] wing for ( - n. V~tl;" .. l da,hf'<! linee 
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F igure B.2: Olntour plot!< of the changes ill indue", ) forces and moments with r~'pcct to 
lat~ml arK! ''''r<i~al ooparation using t he approximate tnf' tho<1. Black lllllIkel's repre,ent 










Table RI: Induced force and moment gradients for small ~bangeJ in laleral ""FlllIation. ~. 
"t I"t.f'r"j "el~'nI.tjollli. ~ = 0.7, ().76, () . 9 and 1.2, "Jld z~ro vertical >l<'puration, ~ = o. 
&.'>.c &~G. ~t>.GI at>.G, r~ ~ , T , " ., 
0.' -0.0996 {),0436 {),71% 0.3228 {).1784 0,0237 
0,76 -6,1416 0.0293 1.0225 0,5 6.IHI 0 ,0551 
O,g 0,05 17 ().!l13 _0.3735 _().0899 ().i1523 _0.0187 
" 0,1)(198 0,0034 -0.070'; -O.OlO7 O.{)173 -O'{){)31 
Tabl~ B-2, Induced force and momenl grad ient, [or ,m,,-U d,"-"gei< in vertic.] ,*,pal'ation "t 
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Figure B-.3: Indutc-d lift a.nd roll coefficients of the approximate method, numerical integra-
tion over an elliptical wing for (= 0 along with lIight tc>t d"-t",, cxp~rimcnt"] ,1.la and dala 
hom wrtex lat\ice methods from other ""urc,,",. F-18 flight test data from HalliJ('n et al. 
]87) and Vachon ct.L ]49] F-18 panel me\hod 1'''''1111, .,nd ,",';nd tnnnr·1 teo\. (experiment) 
from Myatt and Blake ]11. TaiIlc,," ddt", ,,;ng wind tunnel \.<:'1;\'" (cxpcrimr'nt) and HASC95 










Appendix C: Steady State Orientation 
and Deflection Angle Changes 
To solve the change in trim angle of attack ~a and trim deflection ~~e at constant 11 and zero gust 
velocity, consider the coefficients, CL""m and Cmtr,m' 
G'L'r'm = "stg = CLn (a + ~a) + l1CL < 11, ( > +CL6 (~eo + ~~e) q • 
Cm'r'm =0 = Cmo + Cm" (0:0 + ~a) + l1Cm < 11, ( > +Cm6e (~eo + ~~e) 
In isolated flight, i.e. no influence due to trailing vortices, and in equilibrium: 
C' mg C' - C r L = qS = L" a + L6. Ueo 
Cm =0 = Cmo + Cm" ao + Cm6• ~eo 
Due to the influence of the trailing vortices, l1CL < 11, ( > and l1Cm < 11, ( > are generated and 
require changes in ~a and ~~e, Hence: 
o =CL,,(~a) +l1CL < 11,( > +CL6.c~~e) 
o =Cm" (~a) + l1Cm < 11, ( > +Cm6• (~~e) 
The above equation can be written in matrix form. 
Using Kramer's rule, we can solve ~a and ~~e. 
I 
-l1CL < 11, (> CL6. 
-l1Cm < 11, (> Cm6e 
~a = I CL" CL6. I 
Cm" Cm6• 
I 
CL" -l1CL < 11, < > 
~~e = Cm" -l1Cm < 11, ( > 
I 
CL" CL6. I 
Cm" Cm6• 
CY'r'm =0 = Cyp (f30 + ~(3) + l1Cy < 11, ( > +CY6r (~ .. o + ~~ .. ) 
q.rim =0 = qp (f3o + ~ (3) + l1C, < 11, ( > +C,6J ~ao + ~~a) + q6r (~ro + ~~r) 













In isolated flight and in equilibrium, (30 = dao = dro = O. Hence: 
o = C YfJ d(3 + ACy < TJ, ( > +CY6r Mr 
o = C 1fJ d(3 + ACI < TJ, ( > +CI6 .. M - a + C I6r Mr 
o = C nfJ d(3 + ACn < TJ, ( > +Cn6 .. Ma + C n6r ddr 
or 
o -ACy < TJ,( > } 
-ACz <'TI,( > 
-ACn < 'TI,( > 
(C.3) 
Once again we can solve using Kramer's rule. 
-ACy < 'TI,( > 0 C Y6r Cy(J -ACy < 'TI,( > C Y6r 
-ACI <'TI,( > C16 .. C 16,. Cz(J -ACz < 'TI,( > CI6r 
d(3 = 
-ACn < 'TI,( > Cn6 .. C n6r 
dda = 
C nfJ -ACn < 'TI,( > Cn6r 
C YfJ 0 C Y6r C YfJ 0 C Y6r 
C 1fJ C16 .. CI6r CzfJ C16 .. CI6r 
Cn(J Cn6 .. C n6r Cn(J Cn6 .. C n6r 
C YfJ 0 -ACy < 'TI,( > 
CI(J C16 .. -ACz < 'TI,( > 
Mr= 
Cn(J Cn6 .. -ACn < 'TI,( > 
(C.4) 
C YfJ 0 C Y6" 
C1(J C16 .. CI6r 











Appendix D: Development of the 
Equations of Motion 
The six-degree-of-freedom equations of motion for a rigid body, with origin at the CG are given by 
equations (D.l) to (D.6) where the body is symmetrical w.r.t. the xz plane Etkin and Reid [79]. 
m (ti, - vr + 'Ulq) = - mg sin 0 + X + T 
m (iJ + ur - wp) =mg sin <P cos 0 + y 
m (tb - uq + vp) =mgcos <pcos 0 + Z 
Ixp - (Iy - Iz ) qr - Ixz (pq + r) =L 
Iyq - (Iz - Ix)pr - Ixz (r2 - p2) =M 







The velocity transformation from the inertial frame to the body frame through orientation angles 
0o, and 'l/Jo, due to steady formation flight are: 
B R I uo, = BIUo, 
{ }"[ Un, 
cos OBI cos'I/JBI cos OBI sin '¢,BI 0, 0, 0, 0, 
vo, = - sin'I/J~/ COS'¢,BI 0, 
wo, sin OB I cos 'l/JB I sin OBI sin 'l/JBI 0, 0, 0, 0, 
Small perturbations from the trimmed state are defined as: 
u = Un, + Ud(t) 
v = VOl + Vd(t) 
w = Wo, + Wd(t) 
p = Po, + Pd(t) 
q = qo, + qd(t) 
r = ro, + rd(t) 
<p = <Po, + <Pd(t) 
o = 0o, + Od(t) 
'I/J = '¢o, + 'l/Jd(t) 
r -~9:: ]{ Un, vo, (D.7) cos OBI wo, 0, 











tions (D.l) to (D.6): 
m (-vo,ro, + WO,qO,) + m (u - Vo,rd(t) - ro,Vd(t) + WO,qd(t) + qo,Wd(t)) ... 
+ m (-Vd(t)rd(t) + Wd(t)qd(t) = -mgsin (Jo, - mg(Jd(t) cos (Jo, + Xo, + Xd(t) + To, (D.8) 
m (uo,ro, - wo,Po,) + m (v + uo,rd(t) + rO,ud(t) - WO,Pd(t) - Po,Wd(t)) ... 
+ m (ud(t)rd(t) - Wd(t)Pd(t) = mg sin <Po, cos(Jo, - mg(Jd(t) sin <Po, sin (Jo, + mg<Pd(t) cos <Po, cos (Jo, ... 
- mg<Pd(t)(Jd(t) cos <Po, sin(Jo, + Yo, + Yd(t) (D.9) 
m (-UO,qO, + vo,Po,) + m (w - UO,qd(t) - qO,Ud(t) + VO,Pd(t) + Po,Vd(t)) ... 
+ m (-Ud(t)qd(t) + Vd(t)Pd(t) = mgcos <Po, cos (Jo, - mg(Jd(t) cos <Po, sin (Jo, - mg<Pd(t) sin <Po, cos (Jo, ... 
+ mg<Pd (t)(Jd (t) sin <Po, cos (Jo, + Zo, + Zd(t) (D.lO) 
I",p - (Iy - Iz) ro,qo, + IxzPo,qo, - Ixz1- - Ixz (Po,qd(t) + Qo,Pd(t)) ... 
- (Iy - Iz) (rO,qd(t) + qo,rd(t)) - IxzPd(t)qd(t) - (Iy - Iz) rd(t)qd(t) = Lo, + Ld(t) (D.ll) 
Iyq - (Iz - Ix) Po,Po, + Ixz (p~, - r~,) - (Iz - Ix) (Po,rd(t) + ro,Pd(t)) ... 
+ Ixz (2Po,Pd(t) + 2ro,rd(t)) - (Iz - Ix) Pd(t)rd(t) + Ixz (Pd(t)2 - rd(t)2) = Mo, + Md(t) (D.l2) 
Iz1- - (Ix - Iy) Po,qo, + IxzQo,ro, - I",zp + Ixz (qO,rd(t) + rO,qd(t») ... 
- (Ix - Iy) (Po,qd(t) + qO,Pd(t)) + I",zqd(t)rd(t) - (Ix - Iy) Pd(t)qd(t) = No, + Nd(t) (D.l3) 
All 'small' second order terms (All perturbation terms, vo" tPo,,) are considered negligible while 
<Po, = Po, = qo, = ro, = o. Reference state terms which are not functions of time fallout without 
losing generality. 
m (Ud(t) + wO,qd(t») = - mg(Jd(t) + Xd(t) 
m (Vd(t) + uo,rd(t) - WO,Pd(t)) =mg<Pd(t) + Yd(t) 
m (Wd(t) - UO,qd(t)) =Zd(t) 
IxPd(t) - Ixzi"d(t) =Ld(t) 
Iyqd(t) =Md(t) 



















cbo =cb (o,/3,M) + Lcb (bk,O,M) 
c~o =C~ (0, /3, M) + L c~ (bk' 0, M) 
cfo =cf (0, /3, M) + L cf (bk' 0, M) 
cfo =cf (0, /3, M) + L cf (bk' 0, M) 
cfno =cfn (0, /3, M) + L cfn (b~, 0, M) 







Equations (0.20) to (0.25) are expanded to include force and moment coefficients due to formation 
flight in zero wind. 
cbo, =cbo + Llcb (T/, () + cb (bO, b/3, M) + L cb (bbk' a, AI) 
c~o, =C~o + LlC~ (T/, () + C~ (ba, b/3, M) + L c~ (bbk' 0, M) 
cio, =cfo + Llcf (T/, () + (h (bo, b/3, M) + L cf (bbk' 0, M) 
clo, =clo + Llcf (T/, () + q (bO, b/3, AI) + L cf (bbk' 0, M) 
cfno, =cfno + Llcfn (T/, () + Cm (bo, b/3, M) + L cfn (bbk' 0, M) 







Solving the orientation angles, bo and b/3, from equations C.2 and C.4 due to steady formation 
flight. 
-LlCL < T/, (> CL6• 




-LlCy < T/, ( > 0 CY6". 
-LlCz < T/, ( > CI60. C16". 
b/3 = 
-LlCn < T/, ( > G'n60. Cn6". 
Cy" 
0 CY6". 
CI" CI60. C16". 
Cn" Cn60. Cn6". 
Cy" 
0 -LlCy < T/, ( > 
Cz" CI64 -LlCI < T/, ( > 
bbr = 
Cn{3 Cn60. -LlCn < T/, ( > 
Cy" 
0 CY6". 
Cz" CI60. C16". 
Cn" Cn64 G'n6". 
I 
~L" -LlCL < T/, ( > 
em" -LlCm < T/, ( > bbe = .!...----=;..-----..:...,..----!. 
I 
CL.. CL6. I 
Cm" G'm6. 
Cy" -LlCy < T/, ( > CY6". 
CI" -LlCz < T/, ( > C16". 
bba = 
Cn" -LlCn < T/, ( > G'n6". 
Cy" 
0 CY6 ". 
Cl" CI60. C16". 











(}o, = (}o + 001 
tPo, = t/Jo - 0/3 
The force and moment coefficients are transformed to the body frame using RBI from equation 









Due to atmospheric turbulence, the aircraft experiences a disturbance angle of attack and sideslip 
angle. 
Wd(t) - w:(t) 
OId(t) = uo, + Ud(t) - u: (t) 
Vd(t) - v: (t) 
/3d(t) = uo, + Ud(t) - u:(t) 
The longitudinal component, uo, + Ud(t) - ug(t)B, is approximated as the free stream velocity VE. 
The gust velocities, specified in the inertial frame, are transformed to the body frame with the 











The effective separation is determined as per section 4.3. 
11e//(t) = Je2 + 112 sin (tan-1 (~e) _ (V~t))) 
(e//(t) = Je2 + (2 sin (tan-1 (~e) _ (W~t)) ) 
Assuming e > > 1111 and Vg to be small compared to VE 
11e//(t) = 11 + e (v~~)) (0.40) 
(e//(t) = (+ e (w~~)) (0.41) 
Representing C"" Cy , Cz, q, Cm, Cn as Ci and 66k as the disturbance control inputs while noting 
that, to first order, AV(t)2 = 2'U(), (Ud(t) - ug(t), the first order approximations of the aerodynamic 
\, 
loads combined with the non-linear functions due to formation flight, defined in chapter 3, are given 
below. 
Ci(t) =Cio, + Cia(t) 
C. ()=C.I 2{Ud(t)-U
g(t) 8Cil {Wd(t)-W:(t)} 8Cil {Vd(t)-V:(t)} la t • r V + 8a r V
E 
+ 8{3 r V
E 
••. 
8Ci pb 8Ci qc aCi rb 8Ci 
+ 8p Ir 2VE + 8q Ir 2VE + 81' Ir 2VE + 866k Ir
66k ... 
+ Ci (11e//,(e//) (0.42) 
The first term on the RHS of equation (0.42) is only considered in the x and z components. For 
small disturbances: 
Pd(t) = ¢d(t) 
qd(t) = iJd(t) 
rd(t) = -¢d(t) 
The perturbation forces and moments are incorporated into equations (0.14) to (0.19) as shown: 
Xd = ~PV2C"'a 
1 2 
Yd = 2PV CYa 
Zd = ~PV2Cza 
- 1 2 
Ld = 2 PV bCla 
1 V 2 -Md = 2P CCma 
1 
Nd = 2p~bCna 
where Vis approximated by VE' Rearranging into matrix form gives the set of equations used for 











m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u 
0 m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 iI 
0 0 m 0 0 0 0 0 0 'iii 
0 0 0 Ix 0 -Ix. 0 0 0 p 
0 0 0 0 Iy 0 0 0 0 Ii 
0 0 0 -Ix. 0 I" 0 0 0 r 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .j, 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 9 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 tb 
2Cifr *ft. *!!f.: 0 ~8C 0 0 -mg 0 2VE'9ft - mwoJ '1£ 0 ~~ 0 ~8C 0 ~8C 0 0 2 E::.:;f + mwo J 2VE V+ mUOJ mg V 
2Vr+*~ *~ *~ 0 ~~+muo 0 0 0 0 W 2 E q J 0 ~ 0 §Sb2~ 0 §t"2 ~ 0 0 0 P VE P 2VE 2 E r 
~8fC' 0 ~8~ ... 0 
-8e2 8C 0 0 0 0 ~~ q - 0 ~!ft- 0 m:~ 0 §Sb2~ 0 0 0 r to.:> VE P 2VE fi 2VE to.:> 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 t/J 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
() 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 t/J 
2C -S 0 
*!!f.: 





0 VE 0 2VE fi 0 2VE ,. Vg 
211.9S + J§... ~ 0 *~ 0 ~~ 0 E VE U 
~t": ~ 
2 E q 
§t"2 ~ 
Wg 
0 ~~ 0 0 pg 2 E r 
W8IjC' 0 ~8Ijm 0 -Se




~~ 0 ~~ 0 0 rg VE 2 E fi 
~ 0 0 0 ijS (AC D ('1ef!. (,ef!) - AC D ('1. (,) ) ." 




ijS (ACS('1ef!. <elf) - ACs('1. (,») 
8C 0 ~ 0 660. ijS (ACd'1elf. (,elf) - ACd'1.(,») + ~ 
~ 
(D.43) 
0 ~ 0 66e ijSb (AC, ('1el I. (,el I) - AG, ('1. (,) ) £1m 0 8eff.' 0 66r ijSc (ACm('1el I. (,ell) - ACm('1. (,») ." 










Appendix E: Acceleration Spectral 
Densities 
E.1 CG Accelerations for Different Turbulence Intensities 
and Separations 
In all cases, zero vertical separation is assumed while three lateral separations are identified 
for investigation. These lateral separations were chosen based on preliminary runs which 
showed the maximum increase in variance ratio, K, at TJ = 0.7 for moderate turbulence and 
TJ = 0.76 for light turbulence. A third lateral separation of TJ = 0.9 was also chosen to identify 
the decrease in severity for a small outboard shift in lateral separation. The graphs are 
arranged in ascending order of turbulence intensity while grouping the results for the three 
different relative separations for each level of turbulence intensity. This aids comparison of 
the graphs since the range in each component's log graph of identical turbulence intensity 



















FIgure E.J: Spcctr:oJ. D=,.,ir;y f'.I'm:o liontl uf til .. .. .g . Iiomr """"leruloru. aod angulu II<>-
<'f'1en.11<.>o>o about 100 C.i". in 11th! tu rbul<:u<x. (r '" U.l mi •. f<.>T Hight. in i."l.n.t;"'n ",rid r<OT 










(a) U (d) Ii 
Figure B.2: Spectral Dcm;ity E"timotion, of t he eK lin~or o"c,,]~ra\ion. and angular ae-
eel~ra.Li(}n8 about the c.g. in light t urbulence. u = 0.2 mi •. for Hight in j""latlon a.n<l for 
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F1&ure B-3: S(>CClraI Dc""lty fA~lm:u.iQ,~ <or rI.c <;.,g. Iinea.r accdc ... ~luNl and Nliuh • .r ac-
\'Ck-"'ti"u. "bo..u t cite e.g. in lign~ turbulcOC'l". J '" (U m/~. r",' H\Kltl ilL i."lul • .n and for 



















Figure E.o: Spectr&! Density Bit,ilnati",,, of t.h<> <" g . linear ac""lerations and angular acc. l-
emti"", ab"ut t he ~,g. in moderate turbulenc~, " = 1.3 m/', 10.- flight in bnffiUoTI and for 
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Figure E.6: Spectral Dcno.ity E,timat iorn of the c.g. linear acceleml.ioHS and angular accel-
erat ion, al}()1lt t.he c .g. in moderate turbulence. or = 1.3 m/', for flight in isolation and for 






















Figure E 7: !{l'«tr.>l Dc".it y Eol im"';o1l> of the !:,t;. Ii"",..,' ",-,,,,1...-,,1.;,,,>., ",~l ... ",,1 .. " ..... 1. 
eratlons 100U, the c.~ . in rno(kmt-c t.u",uknee, " = 1.:1 mIs, for ~ht, ill isoi.,ioll a.nd for 
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F'ij;ure E.8: Spectra.! DClI., ity Thtim".tit>"~ of the ~.g. linea.!' a,,,e)erations and angular ,,,,cel-
el'olt;ons a!>out the e.g. in modcr""t~ turbulence. (7 = 1.:1 m/~. for (light jn i""l"tion and [or 



















" "u .... E.9. SJlo'cl-r&l Den,J l)' Eollm.tloll~ Q( t h .. c -,". li"""r a"",1cr-4tiun~ :Ukl "",,,1>0, ac-
""kra.t.ioID< aho,,~ th~ (,-& . ill ... , ...... lUl'huJen<.,". " _ 4.7 lll/~. for H~b~ ill lsol.o.tlo" . L1d for 
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P;Rure E.l 0- Spet:1r.O.l Detu,lty fBUlI1lItJons of th~ c.g. UtlI'N" """"l~RtIOUI and an;u1&c 
fI( ('("'kration. ab<>ut tbe ("-R- iD .,.. ... -re wrh" lenOl! . .. _ ~_7 m/~. r"r lIig". I" ;""h.tI"" moil for 
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Fie""' K11 Spt'<!1.no1 o,.,,,,lly Eictlmat Lon. or t he Col;. line,.,. """Celer"' loo. and a.n;ulnr 
.o::el<'l" .. tion~ a bout o,he (" -1_ in ..ewre tutt",k"'''', " _ J .1 m/8, for ILlght [11 1f;()I ~tIoD lUld fDr 
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F'l&ure K12: Spcclr.>l D<:w.ity &tlm"tio,,~ <or tl ... e.g. Ii,........ """"WnoUOllll . 00 angular 
~:<'('l('nlti" .. " IDlY! tb<> e.g. III !Ie""'''' lUrou\@"<"<!, n '" 4. 7 1Ii/~. fut UigbL ill i,.\lul" u II><I r.,.. 











E.2 Passenger Accelerations for Different Turbulence Inten-
sities, Separations and Seat Locations 
The linear acceleration component spectral density estimations are displayed for each seat 
location specified in table 6.1. Angular accelerations are not shown as they do not differ 
from the c.g. angular accelerations (rigid body assumption). The passenger acceleration 
spectral density estimations for lateral relative separation of'TJ = 0.7 in moderate turbulence 
intensity, (J =1.3 mis, and lateral separation of'TJ = 0.76 in light turbulence intensity, (J=0.2 
mls is shown. A severe turbulence case is not shown since the variance ratio, K, indicates 
that there is less difference found in acceleration magnitudes between formation flight and 
isolated flight at this level of turbulence. The spectral density estimations are grouped in 
pairs in the following order: 'A' and 'F', 'B' and 'e' and 'D' and 'E' are grouped together. 
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F~urc '8 ,1 3, Pa.'O<illIget linear »ccdcr .. t iOll Fi~UIC E.H: P""""DKcr lincar a.cccicra\ion 
spoctml dcn";\ic, ot ",at location 'A' in light :;pectrai d on.,itics at scat location '1" in light 
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(a) " I .. ) " 
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(e) ti' (e) ~. 
Fig= E.l5: Pas.engcr linear a.cGdCl"il.~i"n Figure E,16: Passenger linear acceleration 
speclIal densities at scat location 'B' in li,gh~ spectral dc,,"iLi~ at "ea., location 'C' in light 
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Figure ],;.17: I'a=ngcr line.." acceleration Figure E.18: P""""nger linear "<X:c\cro.tion 
sp"Ctrai densities a1 00 .. ' ioca,ion 'D' in lighc spocLraJ dcnsiti<'s at ""at location 'E' in light 

































Figure "-19, Pa:<,~nger li""at a,'(oelerMion FiglJIf' E.20: Palisenger linear a.ccelera.tiul1 
spectral dem.itie" at seat loc"tion 'A ' in mod- "Ilel't,.al d~n,itj~, at ..eat lo('ation ' F ' in mod-


















Fig-n", E.2l: Pa.",eng~r linear acceleration Figure E,Z2: Pa8""ngcr lin~ar accdCfo.tion 
spectral densities!l.t s.",t location 'B ' in mod_ spectral densities at seM location 'C' in mod-
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Fig ure E.23' P"-%enger linear acceleration Figuu E.24: P"",cngp, line"_ a(,, 'pienl.1ioll 
.,pectrN d ensiti es at ""at locaLion 'D' ill mod- opectml densities at ""at ~}Catjon 'E" in mod-











Appendix F: Variance Ratio's, /'t., Between 
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F igu," F. \ V''''''''c{' ""tin, '" . dbt.l'ihll Unll nf e,g. a.;; a function of turbulencc inten,itj> ond 
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(h) 1<, 
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Fi gu r~ F .2; VO . .l'io.nce ra tio. '" . di<;tribution of Figure F .::l: Va:ciancc ratio, 1<, di"tri\lution of 
p"s-<cuger "t location A as ;l. function of Im _ p,,-,senger at location F "" " function of tur-
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Figure FA: V"ri"ncc ,,,"if), ~_ di.trib,,(ioTl of Fig ure F.5: VariancA) raLio, to. di'tribulion of 
pa5""llger at location II as " function of tur- p,,,,,,,,nA'cr"t )o,;ation C '" " function of Wl"-
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Figur<:' F.6: Varianc~ ratio. ", di,l.riblltion of Figllt~ F.7: Variance ",'io, "', di"l.rih"l.ion of 
passenger "t location D M a function of tIlr- pallS<'ngcr at locat ion E as a function of tur-











Appendix G: Selected Aircraft Data and 
Representation of a Typical Large 
Passenger Airliner 
---------------------
F igure G,t. :\·lodel reprc;entotion of typical pa'''''TIgcr airliner 
Selected data of Bocing 747-WO coll ected fo< ,imple application: Spoiler< Dot eonsid-
ered, ou tboard ailerons not comidered (Baps up operation , ), ,tahili,er not con,idered (trim 
maintained with elevatm', ailerOD fIIld rudder), upper and lower rudd e,.." con"kJered as one, 
in board and outbt:>ard ele"alOl1l lOomJdercd as one, acroclastic mod", not con,id.mJ control 










Table G.1: Selected B-747 data from Heffley & Jewell [83] 
Flight Data Tailfin Data Selected Handling Data 
Alt 40000 It £t. 10.3 m CLo 4.93 rad-1 2 
p 0.305 kg/m3 If 28.7 m CDo 0.426 rad-1 
V 236 m/s Sf 79.6 m 2 C mo -1.04 rad-1 
M 0.8 Zv -5.9 m . CL6. 0.366 rad-1 
C m6• -1.44 rad-1 
Physical Data Tailplane Data C yp -0.879 rad-1 
m 290000 kg bh 22.4 m C np 0.195 rad-1 
C 8.3 m IT 29.6 m c,p -0.254 rad-1 
b 59.7 m ST 141 m 2 C'6" 0.014 rad-
1 
S 511 m 2 ZT -5.1 m C n6" 0.0002 rad-
1 
ho 0.25 C Y6r 0.117 rad-
1 
h 0.25 C n6r -0.124 rad- 1 
Cl6r 0.007 rad-
1 
Table G.2: Maximum control surface deflections from Hanke and Nordwall [88] 


















Appendix H: Spectral Density Estimation 
The following brief outline follows directly from Heinzel et al. [80] who provides a practical 
overview of the implementation of spectral density estimation using the approach of the 
'Welch'method. 
This method finds the average spectral density of overlapping segments of window mod-
ified periodograms. The time series is divided into overlapping segments before a window 
function is applied to the segments after which the Discreet Fourier Transform (DFT) is ap-
plied to each window modified segment. The resulting outputs are then scaled and averaged 
to represent the power spectral density of the entire signal. 
The sampling frequency is the inverse of the sampling period. Assuming that the sam-
pling frequency Is is fixed, then from the Nyquist theorem, the maximum useful frequency is 
INy = ~ [81]. The kth element in the frequency domain is referred to as a frequency bin. 
The frequency of bin k can be related to the frequency of the input signal using, Ik = ¥to 
The width of a frequency bin (also called frequency resolution) is given by Ires = *-. 
The DFT will produce only Jt + 1 distinct complex numbers corresponding to: 
N 
1m = mires m = 0 ... '2 
Hence, in a practical approximation, we obtain Jt frequency bins of width ~ in the output. 
If a DFT is performed on a stretch, length N, of a time series containing a sinusoidal signal, 
The likely expectation is that the result will show a sharp peak in only one frequency bin. 
This is, however, rarely the case and will instead show up as decreasing magnitudes spread 
across many frequency components. Figure H.l shows the likely spectral response of a DFT 
applied to a stretch of samples of a sinusoidal signal. 
Heinzel et al. [80] provides a succinct explanation of the effect of applying a DFT to a 
non periodic signal. "The DFT implicitly assumes that the signal is periodic, i.e. that the 
time series of length N repeats itself infinitely in a cyclic manner. If the frequency of the 
sinusoidal input signal is not an exact multiple of the frequency resolution Ires, i.e. does 
not fall in the exact center of a frequency bin, this assumption is not true, and the DFT 
will 'see' a discontinuity between the last sample and the first sample due to the cyclic 
continuation. That discontinuity spreads power all across the spectrum". This spread of 
power over many frequency bins is known as spectral leakage. 
A Window function can be applied to shape the samples of the measured signal into a 
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Frequency offset [bins] 
Figure H.l: The spectral response of a rectangular window. Reprinted from Heinzel et al. 
[80] 
are attenuated at the end points to ensure that the signal is continuous. A rectangular 
window is the equivalent of no shaping and a DFT of this window (sinc function) produces 
very wide spreading oflow amplitude frequency components. Many non-rectangular window 
functions have been developed which usually involve some compromise between the width of 
the resulting peak in the frequency domain, the amplitude accuracy and the rate of decrease 
of the spectral leakage into other frequency bins. The choice of window depends on the 
application. In general, lower spectral leakage in the near vicinity increases the bandwidth 
around the original component. 
A complex vector, Ym, of length ~ + 1 results from a real-to-complex DFT applied to 
a set of segments which has been modified with a window function. The power spectral 
density is obtained by scaling the result: 





For stationary signals, a number of spectral density estimates can be averaged to im-
prove the standard deviation. If M estimates are considered, the standard deviation of the 
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indexjlN 
Figure H.2: The Hanning window divided into N segments. Reprinted from Heinzel et al. 
[80] 
One of the disadvantages of windowing functions is that the data at the beginning and 
end of the window is attenuated in the calculation of the spectrum. This requires more 
averages to get a reasonable statistical representation. Overlap processing is a measure 
to recover the lost data by recovering a portion of each previous frame and reducing the 
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Figure H.3: Hanning windows with 33% overlap. Reprinted from Heinzel et al. [80] 
used to estimate the spectral density of the accelerations which uses the 'Hamming' window 
by default. [Pxx,f] = Pwelch(x,nwin,noverlap,nfft,fs). The vector x is the input, 
nwin determines the length of the Hamming window, noverlap indicates the amount of 






















Appendix I: Influence Factors Converted 
to Include Roll Disturbance Angle 
To allow for large roll disturbance angles in the simulation code, the influence factors were 
converted to functions of the separation from the near and far trailing vortices. Figure 
1.1 shows the difference between the lateral and vertical separations from the near and far 
trailing vortices with a large nOn-zero roll angle, cpo The transformation is given by: 





= [c~cp sincp 1 { '" - ~ } 




"'far } = [ co~ cp sin cp 1 { '" + ~ } 
(far - sm cp cos cp ( 
(1.2) 















((2 + (." _ ~ _ ~"'h)2 + p2) ((2 + (." + ~ + ~"1h}2 + p2) 
((2 + (." _ ~ + ~"1h}2 + p2) ((2 + (." + ~ - ~"1h}2 + p2) 
((~ear + ("'near - ~"'h)2 + p2) ((Jar + ("'far + ~"1h}2 + p2) 
((~ear + ("'near + ~"1h}2 + p2) ((Jar + ("'far - ~"1h}2 + 11,2) 
The upwash distribution influence factor Tjk, along the main wing: 
U. _ In 1 (." - ~)2 + «( + (v)2 + p2 1_ In 1 (." + ~)2 + «( + (v)2 + p2 1 
JkJ - (." _ ~)2 + «( + (v - ~(f)2 + p2 (." + 1)2 + «( + (v - ~(f)2 + p2 
(1.4) 
= In 1 "'~ar + «(near + (v)2 + p2 1_ In 1 ""ar + «(far + (v)2 + p2 I (1.6) 
"'~ear + «(near + (v - ~(f)2 + p2 ""ar + «( + (v - ~(f)2 + p2 
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